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Abstract
Studies in fission yeast have previously identified evolutionarily conserved shelterin and Stn1-Ten1 complexes, and
established Rad3ATR/Tel1ATM-dependent phosphorylation of the shelterin subunit Ccq1 at Thr93 as the critical posttranslational modification for telomerase recruitment to telomeres. Furthermore, shelterin subunits Poz1, Rap1 and Taz1
have been identified as negative regulators of Thr93 phosphorylation and telomerase recruitment. However, it remained
unclear how telomere maintenance is dynamically regulated during the cell cycle. Thus, we investigated how loss of Poz1,
Rap1 and Taz1 affects cell cycle regulation of Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation and telomere association of telomerase (Trt1TERT),
DNA polymerases, Replication Protein A (RPA) complex, Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP checkpoint kinase complex, Tel1ATM kinase,
shelterin subunits (Tpz1, Ccq1 and Poz1) and Stn1. We further investigated how telomere shortening, caused by trt1D or
catalytically dead Trt1-D743A, affects cell cycle-regulated telomere association of telomerase and DNA polymerases. These
analyses established that fission yeast shelterin maintains telomere length homeostasis by coordinating the differential
arrival of leading (Pole) and lagging (Pola) strand DNA polymerases at telomeres to modulate Rad3ATR association, Ccq1
Thr93 phosphorylation and telomerase recruitment.
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Introduction

Tpz1 (TPP1 ortholog), Rap1, Poz1 and Ccq1. In addition, Rif1
also interacts with Taz1 [8]. Similar to the way TIN2 and TPP1
connect TRF1/TRF2 to POT1 in mammalian shelterin, Rap1,
Poz1 and Tpz1 connect Taz1 to Pot1 (Figure 1A). Ccq1, which
directly interacts with both Tpz1 and the telomerase regulatory
subunit Est1, plays a critical role in both recruitment of telomerase
and attenuation of Rad3ATR-dependent DNA damage checkpoint
responses [6,9,10]. Checkpoint kinases Rad3ATR and Tel1ATM are
redundantly required for telomere maintenance and telomerase
recruitment [11,12], since the interaction between Ccq1 and the
14-3-3-like domain of Est1 is facilitated by Rad3ATR/Tel1ATMdependent phosphorylation of Ccq1 on Thr93 [10,13]. Poz1,
Rap1, and Taz1 are necessary to limit Ccq1 phosphorylation and
uncontrolled telomere extension by telomerase [10], but exactly
how they prevent Rad3ATR/Tel1ATM-dependent phosphorylation
of Ccq1 has not yet been established.
In addition to shelterin, another evolutionarily conserved
ssDNA binding complex, known as CST (CTC1-STN1-TEN1
in mammalian cells and Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1 in budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae), has been implicated in telomere maintenance [14–16]. CST interacts with the primase-DNA polymerase
a complex [17–19], and regulates G-tail length by promoting
lagging strand synthesis at telomeres [20–22]. Furthermore, CST
may inhibit telomerase activity by interacting with TPP1 [23].
While a Cdc13/CTC1-like protein has not yet been identified in
fission yeast (Figure 1A), deleting Stn1 or Ten1 resulted in
immediate telomere fusion, highlighting the critical role of the
Stn1-Ten1 complex in telomere maintenance [24].

In eukaryotic cells, dynamic cell cycle-regulated protein-DNA
complexes formed at telomeres play key roles in the maintenance
of genome stability [1,2]. Telomeric DNA, consisting of repetitive
GT-rich sequences, is extended by telomerase to overcome loss of
telomeric DNA due to the inability of replicative DNA polymerases to fully replicate ends of linear DNA molecules [3]. While
telomeric DNA is mostly double-stranded, telomeres terminate
with a single-stranded GT-rich 39 overhang, known as G-tail. Cells
have evolved distinct proteins that specifically recognize either
double-stranded or single-stranded telomeric DNA [4].
In mammalian cells, double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)-specific
telomere binding proteins are encoded by TRF1 and TRF2 and a
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)-specific telomere binding protein is
encoded by POT1, and together with RAP1, TIN2 and TPP1,
they form a telomere protection complex known as ‘‘shelterin’’ [4].
Mutations that affect shelterin or telomerase function in mammalian cells could lead to diseases that show premature aging due to
depletion of the stem cell population, highlighting the importance
to understand the regulatory mechanisms that ensure stable
telomere maintenance [5].
Identification of a telomere protection complex that closely
resembles mammalian shelterin [6], coupled with the amenability
to detailed genetic and molecular analysis, have made fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe an attractive model organism to study
telomere maintenance [7]. The shelterin complex in fission yeast
consists of Taz1 (TRF1/TRF2 ortholog) that specifically recognizes double-stranded telomeres, the G-tail binding protein Pot1,
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Author Summary

Results

Stable maintenance of telomeres is critical to maintain a
stable genome and to prevent accumulation of undesired
mutations that may lead to formation of tumors. Telomere
dysfunction can also lead to premature aging due to
depletion of the stem cell population, highlighting the
importance of understanding the regulatory mechanisms
that ensure stable telomere maintenance. Based on careful
analysis of cell cycle-regulated changes in telomere
association of telomerase, DNA polymerases, Replication
Protein A, checkpoint kinases, telomere protection complex shelterin, and Stn1-Ten1 complex, we will provide
here a new and dynamic model of telomere length
regulation in fission yeast, which suggests that shelterindependent regulation of differential arrival of leading and
lagging strand DNA polymerase at telomeres is responsible for modulating Rad3ATR checkpoint kinase accumulation and Rad3ATR-dependent phosphorylation of shelterin
subunit Ccq1 to control telomerase recruitment to
telomeres.

Epistasis analysis of telomerase inhibitors Poz1, Rap1 and
Taz1
To better understand how Poz1, Rap1 and Taz1 function
together in telomere maintenance, we performed epistasis analysis
among single, double and triple deletion mutant cells for telomere
length, cold sensitivity, protection of telomeres against telomere
fusion in G1 arrested cells, and recruitment of Trt1TERT to
telomeres [6,8,28,29]. Telomere length distribution of poz1D,
rap1D and poz1D rap1D cells closely resembled one another
(Figures S1A and 1B #1), suggesting that poz1D and rap1D cause
similar defect(s) in telomere length regulation. The distribution of
telomere length was broader and skewed toward shorter telomeres
in taz1D cells than rap1D or poz1D cells (Figure 1B #2-3), and
rap1D taz1D and poz1D rap1D taz1D cells showed identical
telomere length distributions as taz1D cells (Figure 1B #4),
suggesting that Taz1 carries out both Poz1/Rap1-dependent and independent roles in telomere length regulation. Interestingly,
since telomere length distribution in poz1D taz1D was much
broader than in poz1D rap1D taz1D cells (Figure 1B #3-4), it
appears that Rap1 could also affect telomere length independently
of Poz1 and Taz1. In support for such independent function, Rap1
binding to telomeres was significantly reduced but not entirely
eliminated in poz1D taz1D cells (Figure 1C). Previously, we have
also found that Rap1 contributes to recombination-based telomere
maintenance independently of Taz1 and Poz1 [30].
We also found that poz1D and taz1D cells, but not rap1D cells,
show reduced cell growth at lower temperature (Figure S1B). Cold
sensitivity of taz1D cells [28] was more severe than poz1D cells, and
poz1D taz1D cells were more sensitive than taz1D cells. Interestingly, while rap1D taz1D cells showed the most severe cold
sensitivity among all mutant combinations tested, cold sensitivity
of poz1D rap1D taz1D cells was milder, suggesting that the presence
of Poz1 in rap1D taz1D cells is detrimental to cell growth at low
temperature. In addition, rap1D and taz1D cells, but not poz1D
cells, showed telomere-telomere fusion [28,31,32] when cells are
grown in low nitrogen media to arrest cells in G1 (Figure S1C).
Among double and triple mutant cells, all cells that lack Rap1
and/or Taz1 underwent telomere fusion. Thus, only Rap1 and
Taz1 (but not Poz1) are involved in protection of telomeres against
fusions in G1 arrested cells.
Based on ChIP analysis utilizing the hybridization of a telomeric
probe to dot blotted samples, we found that Trt1TERT showed
progressive increase in telomere association in the order of poz1D,
rap1D and taz1D cells [10] (Figure 1D). Further analysis of double
and triple mutant cells revealed that poz1D rap1D cells have similar
levels of Trt1TERT binding as rap1D cells, and poz1D taz1D, rap1D
taz1D and poz1D rap1D taz1D cells have similar levels of Trt1TERT
binding as taz1D cells. Thus, regarding its inability to limit
telomerase binding to telomeres, taz1D is epistatic over rap1D or
poz1D, and rap1D is epistatic over poz1D.

Using Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays, we have
previously established cell cycle-regulated changes in telomere
association of telomere-specific proteins (telomerase catalytic
subunit Trt1TERT, Taz1, Rap1, Pot1 and Stn1), DNA replication
proteins (DNA polymerases, MCM and RPA), the checkpoint
protein Rad26ATRIP (a regulatory subunit of checkpoint kinase
Rad3ATR) and DNA repair protein Nbs1 (a subunit of Mre11Rad50-Nbs1 complex) in fission yeast [25]. Unexpectedly, the
leading strand DNA polymerase Pole arrived at telomeres
significantly earlier than the lagging strand DNA polymerases
Pola and Pold in late S-phase. Temporal recruitment of RPA and
Rad26ATRIP matched the arrival of Pole, while recruitment of
Trt1TERT, Pot1 and Stn1 matched the arrival of Pola. However,
it has not yet been established if the delayed arrival of Pola/Pold
represents a C-strand fill-in reaction after extension of the Gstrand by telomerase, or if it might be part of the regulatory
mechanism that controls recruitment of telomerase by regulating
Rad3ATR/Tel1ATM accumulation and Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation. While previous studies have established that Taz1 and
mammalian TRF1 contribute to efficient replication of telomeric
repeats [26,27], very little is known how the loss of Taz1 or TRF1
affects behaviors of replicative DNA polymerases at telomeres. In
addition, it is currently unknown how cell cycle-regulated
dynamic binding patterns of checkpoint kinases, shelterin and
CST are affected by challenges posed by replicating highly
extended telomeric repeats as found in poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D
cells.
Therefore, we investigated how loss of the shelterin subunits
Poz1, Rap1 and Taz1 affects cell cycle-regulated recruitment
timing of telomerase catalytic subunit Trt1TERT, DNA polymerases (Pola and Pole), the Replication Protein A (RPA)
complex subunit Rad11, the Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP checkpoint
kinase complex, Tel1ATM kinase, shelterin subunits (Tpz1 Ccq1
and Poz1), and Stn1. In addition, we investigated how telomere
shortening, caused either by deletion of Trt1TERT or introduction of catalytically dead Trt1TERT, affected cell cycle-regulated
telomere association of telomerase and DNA polymerases. Our
detailed ChIP analyses provide new insights into the dynamic
coordination of DNA replication, DNA damage kinase recruitment, and telomerase recruitment in fission yeast.
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Changes in cell cycle-regulated telomere association of
Trt1TERT in wt, poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells
Trt1TERT binding to telomeres is cell cycle-regulated, and
maximal association of Trt1TERT occurs in late-S phase when
telomeres are replicated [25]. To better understand the roles of
Poz1, Rap1 and Taz1 in limiting Trt1TERT binding to telomeres,
we examined changes in Trt1TERT association in poz1D, rap1D and
taz1D cells by ChIP using cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures.
Since our asynchronous ChIP analysis indicated that Trt1TERT
recruitment to telomeres is similar in single and double/triple
mutant cells, we limited our cell cycle ChIP analysis to single
2
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Figure 1. Epistasis analysis of poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells. (A) Schematic model of telomere maintenance regulation in fission yeast. (B)
Quantification of telomere length distribution for Southern blot analysis shown in Figure S1A. (C, D) Recruitment of Rap1 (C) and Trt1TERT (D) to
telomeres, monitored by dot blot-based ChIP assays. Compared to wt cells, Rap1 showed statistically significant reductions in binding to telomeres in
taz1D (p = 2.561023) and poz1D taz1D (p = 2.661025) cells. Rap1 still showed statistically significant binding to telomeres even in poz1D taz1D cells
compared to no tag control strain (p = 1.461025). Error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean (SEM) from multiple independent
experiments. Anti-myc western blot analysis indicated comparable expression levels in different genetic backgrounds. Cdc2 western blot served as a
loading control.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003936.g001

DNA sequence directly adjacent to telomeric repeats [12,25].
Since wild-type (wt) telomeres are only ,300 bp and the size of
DNA fragments after sonication is estimated to be in the 0.5,1 kb
range, the use of sub-telomeric primers provides a convenient
mean to determine the association of various factors to telomeres.
However, since poz1D, rap1D and taz1D cells carry much longer
telomeres, sub-telomeric PCR primer pairs would be too distant

mutant cells. After incubating cdc25-22 cells at non-permissive
temperature (36uC) for 3 hours, late G2-phase arrested cells were
shifted to permissive temperature (25uC) for synchronous cell cycle
re-entry, and samples were collected every 20 minutes and
processed for ChIP analysis.
In previous cell cycle ChIP analyses, we utilized quantitative
real-time PCR with primers that amplify a unique sub-telomeric
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from the actual chromosome ends, and thus protein binding to
telomeres had to be monitored using dot blotted samples and
utilizing telomeric repeat DNA as hybridization probe [10].
For analysis of dot blot-based ChIP assays, we processed raw data
(% precipitated DNA) in two different ways. First, to compare overall
temporal binding patterns, we normalized ChIP data to the peak of
binding within the first complete cell cycle (40–200 min) after release
from the G2 arrest. Second, we attempted to obtain an approximate
fold-increase in protein association ‘‘per chromosome end’’ by
correcting for changes in telomeric tract length (Materials and
Methods and Table S1). This correction was necessary as raw %
precipitated DNA values reflect the density of a given protein within
the telomeric tract, and thus significantly underestimate the actual
increase in protein binding at chromosome ends for cells carrying
long telomeric repeat tracts. Telomere length corrected ChIP data
were normalized to values from wt cells for asynchronous ChIP
assays, and normalized to the peak binding values of wt cells in late S/
G2-phase for cell cycle ChIP assays. (See Figures S2 for telomere
length correction of Trt1TERT asynchronous ChIP data as example.)
Based on changes in % septated cells, poz1D, rap1D and taz1D
cells showed similar re-entries into cell cycle as wt cells (Figure S3C),
with the first S-phase occurring 60–140 min and the second S-phase
starting 200–220 min after the temperature shift. BrdU incorporation data indicated that telomeres in wt, poz1D and rap1D cells are
replicated in late S-phase (100–140 min after the temperature shift),
while replication of telomeres in taz1D cells occurred much earlier
(60–100 min after the temperature shift) (Figure S4B). Furthermore,
hydroxyurea (HU) treatment completely abolished telomere replication in wt, poz1D and rap1D cells, but not in taz1D cells. These
data are consistent with previous findings that Taz1 is required to
enforce late S-phase replication at telomeres [33,34].
Consistent with our previous analysis [25], Trt1TERT showed
maximal binding to telomeres in late S-phase (120–140 min) in wt
cells (Figure 2A). In poz1D and rap1D cells, Trt1TERT showed
nearly identical cell cycle-regulated association patterns with a
substantial delay in maximal binding (160–180 min) (Figure 2A).
In agreement with a recent report [34], we found that Trt1TERT is
bound to telomeres throughout the cell cycle in taz1D cells with
much broader and persistent maximal binding at 120–180 min
(Figures 2B and S3A–B). Consistent with asynchronous ChIP data,
relative peak binding values (telomere length corrected) for
Trt1TERT increased in the order of poz1D (,40-fold), rap1D
(,59-fold) and taz1D (,167-fold) over wt cells (Figure 2B).

As expected based on the fact that taz1D cells replicate telomeres
much earlier in S-phase [33] (Figure S4B), Pole was recruited to
telomeres earlier (peak binding ,100 min) (Figure S5B). When
corrected for telomere length, we found a ,6 fold increase in peak
ChIP precipitation for Pole in taz1D cells over wt cells (Figure 2C).
Surprisingly, Pola was constitutively bound to telomeres throughout the cell cycle in taz1D cells at ,1.5 fold above the peak binding
in wt cells (Figures 2C and S5A). On the other hand, overall cell
cycle progression (Figure S5E–F) and association timing for Pola
to ars2004 (Figure S4C) were not affected in taz1D cells. Taken
together, we concluded that Poz1 and Rap1 are required primarily
to maintain timely recruitment of Pola to telomeres, and Taz1 is
required to both (1) delay arrival of Pole to enforce late S-phase
replication of telomeres and (2) enforce cell cycle-regulated
association of Pola with telomeres.

Comparison of cell cycle-regulated association patterns
for telomerase and DNA polymerases
Previous ChIP analysis using real-time PCR found largely
overlapping temporal association patterns for the telomerase
catalytic subunit Trt1TERT and Pola with both showing maximal
binding at ,140 min in wt cells [25]. However, the initial increase
in detectable binding to telomeres was earlier for Trt1TERT
(,80 min) than Pola (,100 min) and treatment with HU caused
much greater inhibition of Pola and Pole binding than Trt1TERT,
suggesting that Trt1TERT binding could occur prior to the arrival
of replicative polymerases at telomeres [25].
With dot blot-based ChIP analysis, the overall binding pattern
for Trt1TERT was broader than in our previous analysis (Figure 2A)
[25]. Thus, when data for Trt1TERT, Pola and Pole were plotted
together (Figure 2D), the increase in Trt1TERT binding prior to
arrival of Pola became more evident. On the other hand,
reductions in the binding of Trt1TERT and Pola in G2/M phase
occurred with very similar timing. In poz1D and rap1D cells, the
peak of Trt1TERT recruitment was dramatically delayed compared
to Pole and its overall temporal association pattern largely
overlapped with Pola (Figure 2D).
However, the initial increase in Trt1TERT binding to telomeres
occurred with similar timing as Pole in poz1D, rap1D or taz1D cells
(Figure S6A), and the amount of Trt1TERT binding was already
significantly increased in early S-phase (80–100 min) and further
elevated during late S/G2-phases (160–180 min) in these deletion
mutants (Figure 2B). Thus, the delay in peak binding of Trt1TERT in
poz1D and rapD cells is caused primarily by the massive increase in
Trt1TERT binding during late S/G2-phases. Likewise, the broad and
persistent binding of Trt1TERT in taz1D cells can be attributed to both
a massive increase in early S-phase and persistent binding in late S/
G2-phases. Taken together, we thus concluded that Trt1TERT
binding to telomeres occurs around the time when Pole arrives at
telomeres, and that its binding is massively increased throughout Sphase in cells that lack Poz1, Rap1 or Taz1, accompanied by delayed
(poz1D and rap1D) or persistent (taz1D) binding of Pola.

Poz1, Rap1 and Taz1 control cell cycle-dependent
association of DNA polymerases to telomeres
Real-time PCR-based ChIP assays have previously established
that the leading strand DNA polymerase Pole arrives at telomeres
significantly earlier than the lagging strand DNA polymerases Pola
and Pold, and that the timing of maximal Trt1TERT association
matches more closely to that of Pola and Pold (,140 min) than
Pole (,120 min) [25]. Our dot blot-based ChIP re-confirmed the
differential timing in peak association for Pola and Pole in wt cells
(Figures 2C and S5). In poz1D and rap1D cells, binding of Pola was
delayed ,40 min without affecting the temporal binding pattern
of Pole. The delay of Pola appears to be restricted to telomeres, as
the timing of Pola association with ars2004 (early replication
origin) was similar among wt, poz1D and rap1D cells (Figure S4C).
Overall, the cell cycle-regulated association patterns for both
polymerases were nearly identical in poz1D and rap1D cells, but
both Pola and Pole showed increased association with telomeres in
poz1D cells than rap1D cells (Figures 2C and S5A–B).
In taz1D cells, the difference in telomere binding patterns for the
leading and lagging strand DNA polymerases was more dramatic.
PLOS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org

Poz1, Rap1 and Taz1 prevent accumulation of the
Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP complex at telomeres
The differential arrival of leading and lagging strand DNA
polymerases could temporarily create extended ssDNA at
telomeres that are then replicated by the lagging strand
polymerase. Indeed, both the largest subunit of the ssDNA
binding complex RPA (Rad11) and the checkpoint kinase
regulatory subunit Rad26 (ATRIP ortholog) showed increased
binding to telomeres as the leading strand DNA polymerase (Pole)
arrives and reduced binding as the lagging strand DNA
4
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Figure 2. Cell cycle ChIP analysis to monitor association of Trt1TERT and DNA polymerases with telomeres. (A) Peak normalized and (B)
telomere length adjusted ChIP data for Trt1TERT in wt, poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells. For (A), poz1D and rap1D cells showed statistically significant
increases in Trt1TERT association (p,0.03) compared to wt cells at 100 and 120 min. Raw ChIP data and % septated cells to monitor cell cycle
progression are shown in Figure S3. (C) Telomere length adjusted ChIP data for Pol1 (a) and Pol2 (e) in wt, poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells. Peak
normalized ChIP data, raw ChIP data, and % septated cells to monitor cell cycle progression are shown in Figure S5. Anti-FLAG western blot analysis
indicated comparable expression levels in different genetic backgrounds (Figure S5G). (D) Comparison of peak normalized ChIP data for Pol1 (a), Pol2
(e) and Trt1TERT. Shaded area in wt, poz1D, and rap1D graphs corresponds to the interval between Pol2 (e) and Pol1 (a) peaks, while shaded area in
taz1D graph corresponds to the interval between Pol2 (e) peak and the last time point of Trt1TERT at peak binding before it shows reduction. Error
bars correspond to SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003936.g002

taz1D cells at Thr93 and additional unidentified phosphorylation
sites [10], we next examined how Ccq1 phosphorylation is
regulated during cell cycle.
While massively increased in rap1D and taz1D over wt cells, the
overall phosphorylation status of Ccq1, monitored by the presence
of a slow mobility band of Ccq1 on SDS-PAGE (marked with *),
was constant and did not show any cell cycle regulation in all
genetic backgrounds tested (Figure 4A). In contrast, Thr93dependent phosphorylation of Ccq1, detected by phospho-(Ser/
Thr) ATM/ATR substrate antibody [10] (see comment in
Materials and Methods), showed cell cycle-regulated changes. In
wt cells, Thr93 phosphorylation peaked during late S-phase (100–
140 min), but was quickly reduced at later time points and nearly
abolished at 200 min before cells entered their next S-phase
(Figure 4A). Thus, Thr93 phosphorylation was reduced with
similar timing as Trt1TERT (Figure 2A–B) and Rad26ATRIP (Figure
S11A) binding at 160–200 min. In rap1D and taz1D cells, Thr93
phosphorylation was increased throughout the entire cell cycle
with slight reductions at 60 and 180–200 min (Figure 4A), but did
not entirely match the temporal recruitment pattern of Trt1TERT
to telomeres, which showed a dramatic increase in binding in late
S-phase. Thus, we concluded that there must be other cell cycleregulated changes besides Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation that
regulate Trt1TERT recruitment to telomeres.

polymerases (Pola and Pold) arrive at telomeres [25] (Figure 3C
wt). Since Pola association is even more delayed in poz1D and
rap1D cells and severely deregulated in taz1D cells (Figure 2C–D),
we predicted that both the Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP complex and
Rad11RPA to increase in telomere association upon loss of Poz1,
Rap1 or Taz1.
Indeed, asynchronous ChIP assays found that Rad3ATR,
Rad26ATRIP and Rad11RPA all show a significant increase in
binding to telomeres in poz1D, rap1D and taz1D cells (Figures S7A
and S8). The extent of increase was much greater for Trt1TERT
and Rad26ATRIP than Rad3ATR and Rad11RPA, but all showed a
much greater degree of binding increase to telomeres than
shelterin subunits (Tpz1, Ccq1 and Poz1) or Stn1 (Figures S7B
and S9). In contrast to Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP, Tel1ATM kinase did
not show much increase in telomere association upon elimination
of Poz1, Rap1 or Taz1, even though Rad3ATR and Tel1ATM play
redundant role(s) in telomere protection and telomerase recruitment (Figure S10). These data are consistent with previous
conclusions that Rad3ATR plays a much greater role in regulation
of telomere length and Ccq1 phosphorylation than Tel1ATM in
fission yeast [10,12,13].
While Rad26ATRIP and Rad11RPA association increased
throughout the cell cycle in poz1D and rap1D cells compared to
wt, the most noticeable change was their increased and persistent
binding during the extended time period (80–200 min) between
the arrival of Pole and dissociation of Pola (Figures 3 and S11A–
B). While increases in telomere binding during S-phase were more
dramatic for Rad26ATRIP than Rad11RPA (Figure 3B), both
proteins showed significantly higher binding to telomeres in rap1D
than in poz1D cells (Figure 3A), consistent with asynchronous ChIP
data (Figure S7A) and our previous findings that rap1D cells show
stronger induction of Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation and increased
binding of Trt1TERT than poz1D cells [10].
For taz1D cells, both Rad26ATRIP and Rad11RPA showed their
strongest binding to telomeres immediately after release from
cdc25-22 induced G2 arrest (Figures 3A and S11A–D), suggesting
that prolonged arrest in G2 might cause continued resection of
telomeric ends and much higher levels of Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP
and Rad11RPA accumulation specifically in taz1D cells. Nevertheless, both Rad26ATRIP and Rad11RPA showed significant reduction in telomere association as cells completed mitosis (,80 min),
increased and persistent binding during S/G2-phase, and slight
reduction in binding in late G2/M-phase (Figures 3 and S11A–D).
Thus, despite the lack of any observable cell cycle regulation for
Pola association with telomeres in taz1D cells, there must be some
changes at taz1D telomeres that allow a slight reduction in
association of the Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP kinase complex and RPA
in late G2/M-phase.

Cell cycle-regulated telomere association of shelterin and
Stn1 in wt, poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells
Previous ChIP analysis had revealed that the shelterin ssDNAbinding subunit Pot1 along with the CST-complex subunit Stn1
show significant late S-phase specific increases in telomere
association that matched to the timing of Pola and Trt1TERT
recruitment [25]. We reasoned that cell cycle-regulated changes in
shelterin and CST telomere association could dictate Trt1TERT
binding, and thus decided to monitor how loss of Poz1, Rap1 and
Taz1 affect cell cycle-regulated association of shelterin and CST.
We limited our analysis to three subunits of shelterin (Ccq1, Tpz1
and Poz1) and Stn1, and decided to exclude Pot1, since we found
that addition of an epitope tag to Pot1 significantly altered
telomere length of poz1D, rap1D and taz1D cells.
Consistent with asynchronous ChIP data (Figure S7B), Ccq1,
Tpz1, Poz1 and Stn1 all showed gradual increases in overall
binding to telomeres in the order of wt, poz1D, rap1D and taz1D
when corrected for changes in telomere length (Figure 4B). Ccq1
and Tpz1 showed nearly identical temporal recruitment patterns
in wt, poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells (Figure S13), while Poz1
recruitment was delayed compared to Ccq1 and Tpz1, and more
closely resembled the pattern found for Stn1 (Figures S14 and
S15).
We were initially surprised by the similarity of the temporal
recruitment patterns for Poz1 and Stn1, as we previously failed to
detect interaction between shelterin and Stn1-Ten1 by co-immunoprecipitation [25]. On the other hand, studies in mammalian cells
have detected TPP1-CST interaction [23,35], and we also found by 3hybrid assay that Tpz1 can interact with Stn1-Ten1 (Figures 4C and

Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation during cell cycle in wt,
rap1D and taz1D cells
Phosphorylation of Ccq1 Thr93 by Rad3ATR and Tel1ATM
kinases is important for telomerase recruitment in fission yeast
[10,13]. Since Ccq1 is hyper-phosphorylated in poz1D, rap1D, or
PLOS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org
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Figure 3. Cell cycle ChIP analysis to monitor association of Rad26ATRIP and Rad11RPA with telomeres. (A) Telomere length adjusted ChIP
data for Rad26ATRIP and Rad11RPA in wt, poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells. Peak normalized ChIP data, raw ChIP data, and % septated cells to monitor cell
cycle progression are shown in Figure S11. Anti-myc and anti-FLAG western blot analysis indicated comparable expression levels in different genetic
backgrounds for Rad26 and Rad11, respectively (Figure S8D). (B) Comparison of telomere length adjusted ChIP data for Rad26ATRIP and Rad11RPA in
poz1D, rap1D or taz1D cells. (C) Comparison of peak normalized ChIP data for Pol1, Pol2, Rad26ATRIP, and Rad11RPA. For (B) and (C), see Figure 2
legend for explanation of shaded areas. Error bars correspond to SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003936.g003

increase in binding of Tpz1 and Ccq1 to telomeres in S-phase
contributes to Trt1TERT recruitment, and that a subsequent
increase in binding of Poz1 and Stn1 contributes to the timely
recruitment of Pola, which limits ssDNA and Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP
accumulation, Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation, and telomerase
binding at telomeres.

S16). Intriguingly, the Tpz1 interaction with Stn1-Ten1 became
stronger when the Ccq1/Poz1 interaction domain of Tpz1 (amino
acids 421–508) was deleted, suggesting that this domain might
negatively regulate the interaction between Tpz1 and Stn1-Ten1.
Thus, it is possible that Tpz1-Poz1 interaction might facilitate the
timely recruitment of Stn1-Ten1 by reducing the ability of the Tpz1
C-terminal domain to negatively regulate interaction between Tpz1
and Stn1-Ten1.
Comparison with DNA polymerases revealed that Ccq1 and
Tpz1 show increases in telomere association along with Pole (80–
120 min) and reduction in binding along with Pola (140–220 min)
in wt cells (Figure S17). The onsets of increased binding in Ccq1
and Tpz1 remained similar (,80 min) in the deletion mutants.
However, Ccq1 and Tpz1 binding peaked at 140 min, between
the peaks for Pole and Pola in poz1D and rap1D cells, while they
sustained increased binding longer (120–180 min) in taz1D
(Figures 4B and S17). Thus, analogous to Rad26ATRIP (Figure 3),
increased binding of Ccq1 and Tpz1 during S-phase in poz1D,
rap1D and taz1D cells may be dictated by increased ssDNA caused
by deregulated replication of telomeres.
In contrast, the temporal binding patterns for Stn1 and Poz1
matched closely with the binding pattern for Pola (Figure 5A) in all
genetic backgrounds tested, except for taz1D. This is consistent
with the notion that Poz1 and Stn1 may closely collaborate in
promoting the timely recruitment of Pola to telomeres. We also
found that Stn1 in wt, poz1D and rap1D cells shows more persistent
binding at later time points than Pola (Figure 5A), suggesting that
Stn1 can sustain increased telomere binding even after Pola
dissociates from telomeres. Consistently, we have previously
observed increased binding of Stn1 to telomeres in S-phase, even
when Pola recruitment was inhibited by HU treatment [25].
Ccq1, Tpz1 and Trt1TERT showed nearly identical overall
temporal binding patterns in wt and taz1D cells, consistent with the
notion that cell cycle-regulated binding of Tpz1 and Ccq1 plays a
major role in controlling Trt1TERT association with telomeres
(Figure 5B). In contrast, Trt1TERT reached its maximal binding
later than Ccq1 and Tpz1 in poz1D and rap1D cells (Figure 5B).
However, this delay is a reflection of the dramatic increase in
Trt1TERT binding at 160–200 min in poz1D and rap1D cells
(Figure 2A–B), a time period in which Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation is rapidly reduced in wt cells but remained constitutively
high in rap1D or taz1D cells (Figure 4A). Indeed, while huge
increases in Trt1TERT binding over Tpz1 or Ccq1 had made it
difficult to compare cell cycle-regulated patterns in linear scale
plots, plotting data on log scale made it more clear that the initial
increase in binding of Trt1TERT, Ccq1 and Tpz1 occurred with
similar timing even in poz1D and rap1D cells (Figure 5C).
Poz1 and Stn1 binding to telomeres was delayed compared to
Trt1TERT in wt cells, but all three proteins showed very similar
overall temporal binding patterns in deletion mutant cells except
for more persistent Stn1 binding at later time points (Figure S18A–
B). However, since Trt1TERT binding in poz1D, rap1D and taz1D
cells increased even in early S-phase, the initial increase in
Trt1TERT binding still preceded binding increases of Poz1 and
Stn1 in deletion mutant backgrounds (Figure S18C). Taken
together, our findings are consistent with the notion that the initial
PLOS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org

Contribution of Trt1TERT to regulation of differential
temporal binding of DNA Pole and Pola to telomeres
Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation is also increased in cells carrying
short telomeres [10,13]. As short telomeres would have less
binding sites for Taz1 [36,37], they may become less effective in
excluding the Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP complex from telomeres.
Consistently, we found that Rad26ATRIP binding is indeed
significantly increased in trt1D cells (Figure 6A).
While the notion that telomerase is preferentially recruited to
short telomeres, due to reduced binding of Taz1 and increased
Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation, is an attractive model to explain
telomere length homeostasis in fission yeast, there has been a lack
of any direct evidence that Trt1TERT binding is indeed increased
at short telomeres [10]. The problem was difficult to address since
mutations previously used to induce telomere shortening (trt1D or
ccq1-T93A) eliminated telomerase or its recruitment [10]. We
overcame this limitation by monitoring telomere binding of
catalytically inactive Trt1TERT (trt1-D743A), which causes telomere shortening [38]. Consistent with the prediction, we found
that Trt1-D743A binds stronger than wt Trt1TERT to telomeres in
asynchronous cell cultures (Figure 6B and S19B), and binds
constitutively throughout the cell cycle with increase in binding
during S/G2-phase (Figure 6C).
Deletion of Rap1 further increased Trt1-D743A binding
(Figure 6B–C), especially at the early time points after cell cycle
re-entry (20–60 min), but did not greatly affect the temporal
recruitment pattern of Trt1-D743A for the remainder of the cell
cycle. We are not entirely sure why trt1-D743A rap1D shows
increased Trt1TERT binding at early time points, but binding levels
were comparable to wt Trt1TERT in rap1D cells at 20–80 min
(Figure 6C). In contrast, far more wt Trt1TERT was recruited to
telomeres than Trt1-D743A for the remainder of the cell cycle in
rap1D cells, suggesting that the massive increase in telomere
association of Trt1TERT in rap1D cells during late S/G2-phase is
largely dependent on telomerase activity (Figure 6C).
We next investigated how DNA polymerases were affected in
trt1D or trt1-D743A cells. Interestingly, Pole binding to telomeres
peaked slightly earlier, and the initial increase in Pola binding also
occurred slightly earlier in trt1D and trt1-D743A (,100 min) than
wt cells (,120 min) (Figure 7A). In contrast, we did not see any
major change in Pola recruitment timing at ars2004 in trt1D cells
(Figure S20E). Since taz1D cells show earlier recruitment of Pole
and telomere replication [33] (Figures S4 and S5), it is tempting to
speculate that reduced binding of Taz1 at short telomeres might
be responsible for earlier Pole recruitment (consistent with earlier
telomere replication) for cells carrying short telomeres.
While there was no obvious difference between trt1D and trt1D743A cells in overall temporal recruitment patterns of Pole and
Pola (Figure 7A), when normalized for telomere length,
8
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Figure 4. Cell cycle regulation of Ccq1 phosphorylation and cell cycle ChIP assays to monitor telomere association of Stn1 and
shelterin subunits Ccq1, Tpz1, and Poz1. (A) Western blot analysis of Ccq1 during cell cycle. FLAG-tagged Ccq1 was immunoprecipitated using
anti-FLAG antibody, and probed with phospho-(Ser/Thr) ATM/ATR substrate antibody to monitor Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation, or probed with antiFLAG antibody to monitor IP efficiency and existence of slow mobility (marked with *) band corresponding to hyper-phosphorylated Ccq1 [10]. (B)
Telomere length adjusted ChIP data for Ccq1, Tpz1, and Stn1 in wt, poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells, or for Poz1 in wt, rap1D, and taz1D cells. Error bars
correspond to SEM. Raw ChIP data and % septated cells to monitor cell cycle progression are shown in Figure S12. Anti-myc western blot analyses
indicated comparable expression levels in different genetic backgrounds for all proteins (Figure S9E). Comparison of peak normalized ChIP data
among shelterin subunits and Stn1 are shown in Figures S13, S14, S15. (C) Yeast 3-hybrid assay to monitor Tpz1 to Stn1-Ten1 interaction. Coexpression of DBD-Stn1 and Ten1 was necessary to see interaction between Tpz1 and Stn1-Ten1. Additional truncation analysis of Tpz1 (Figure S16)
established amino acids 224–420 of Tpz1 as the minimum binding-domain to the Stn1-Ten1 complex, while the strongest interaction between Tpz1
and Stn1-Ten1 was observed for C-terminally truncated Tpz1 encoding amino acids 2–420.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003936.g004
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Figure 5. Comparison of cell cycle ChIP data for Trt1TERT, DNA polymerases, Poz1/Stn1, and Ccq1/Tpz1. (A) Comparison of peak
normalized ChIP data for Pol1 (a), Poz1, and Stn1. Comparison for Poz1, Stn1 and Trt1TERT are shown in Figure S18. (B) Comparison of peak
normalized ChIP data for Trt1TERT, Ccq1, and Tpz1. Comparison for Ccq1, Tpz1, and DNA polymerases are shown in Figure S17. (C) Comparison of
telomere length adjusted ChIP data for Trt1TERT, Ccq1, and Tpz1 in poz1D or rap1D cells, plotted in log scale. For explanation of shaded areas in
graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error bars correspond to SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003936.g005

pattern of Pole or cell cycle progression between wt and rap1D
trt1D for cells carrying Pol2-FLAG (Figures 8B and S21E).
Because studies in other organisms have implicated a connection
between Pola and CST in telomere regulation [17–19] and our cell
cycle ChIP data revealed very similar timings of telomere association
for Pola and Stn1 (Figure 5A), we next examined the cell cycleregulated association of Stn1 in rap1D trt1D cells. Much like Pola, S
phase-induced increase in telomere binding of Stn1 was abolished in
rap1D trt1D cells (Figure 8C). However, we also noticed that Stn1-myc
cells progressed through cell cycle slower in rap1D trt1D (Figure S21F).
Thus, epitope-tagging of Stn1 may have elicited unexplained
additional telomere defects in rap1D trt1D cells. In any case, it was
striking to find loss of cell cycle-regulated binding for both Pola and
Stn1 without affecting Pole association in rap1D trt1D cells, and it
might indicate that Rap1 and Trt1 play unexpected redundant roles
in maintaining proper cell cycle-regulated localization of both Pola
and Stn1-Ten1 to telomeres. It is worth noting that a recent study has
found that inhibition of telomerase leads to reduced recruitment of
Stn1 to telomeres in late S/G2-phase in mammalian cells, suggesting
that mammalian telomerase also contributes to efficient recruitment
of the CST complex to telomeres [23].

trt1-D743A cells had significantly reduced binding of Pola
compared to trt1D cells, suggesting that the presence of catalytically inactive Trt1TERT may interfere with efficient recruitment of
Pola (Figure 7B). Our data also indicated that Pole still arrives at
telomeres significantly earlier than Pola in trt1D or trt1-D743A cells
(Figure 7C), suggesting that telomerase-dependent telomere
extension cannot solely be responsible for the differential arrival
of Pole and Pola at telomeres.
By examining the temporal telomere association patterns of
DNA polymerases in rap1D trt1D cells, we attempted to investigate
if the delay of Pola arrival at telomeres in rap1D cells (Figure 2C–
D) is dependent on telomerase. To our surprise, rap1D trt1D cells
showed very little cell cycle-regulated Pola recruitment to
telomeres (Figure 8A), suggesting that Trt1TERT and Rap1 might
play redundant roles in coordinating the lagging strand DNA
synthesis at telomeres. However, since cells carrying Pol1-FLAG
progressed substantially faster through the cell cycle in trt1D rap1D
than wt cells (Figure S21D), epitope-tagging of Pola may have
introduced unintended changes in telomere regulation that caused
synergistic genetic interactions specifically in rap1D trt1D cells. In
contrast, we did not see much change in the temporal association

Figure 6. Characterization of telomere association for catalytically dead Trt1TERT. (A) Comparison of telomere association of Rad26ATRIP in
wt and trt1D cells, monitored by ChIP assay. Rad26ATRIP showed a statistically significant increase in telomere association for trt1D vs. trt1+ cells
(p = 4.661024). Anti-myc western blot found comparable Rad26 expression in wt and trt1D cells. (B) Telomere association of wt or catalytically dead
(D743A) Trt1TERT in rap1+ or rap1D backgrounds, monitored by ChIP assay (corrected for telomere length). Trt1-D743A showed a statistically
significant increase in telomere association compared to wt Trt1TERT (p = 3.261025). Raw ChIP data and expression level of Trt1TERT, monitored by
anti-myc western blot analysis, are shown in Figure S19B. Data for Trt1-D743A ChIP samples, analyzed by qPCR, are also shown in Figure S19B.
Telomere lengths of strains carrying trt1D or trt1-D743A were also monitored by Southern blot analysis (Figure S19A). (C) Telomere length corrected
cell cycle ChIP assays to monitor association of Trt1TERT with telomeres. Raw and peak normalized ChIP data and % septated cells to monitor cell cycle
progression are shown in Figure S19C–E. Error bars correspond to SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003936.g006
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Figure 7. Cell cycle ChIP assays to monitor association of DNA polymerases with telomeres in trt1D and trt1-D743A cells. (A, B) Peak
normalized (A) or telomere length corrected (B) ChIP data for DNA polymerases. Raw ChIP data and % septated cells to monitor cell cycle progression
are shown in Figure S20A–D. For peak normalized Pol1 (a), Student’s t-test found p = 0.06 at 100 min (94% confidence level) and p = 0.03 at 120 min
(97% confidence level) for wt vs. trt1D cells, and p = 0.02 at 100 min (98% confidence level) and p = 0.05 at 120 min (95% confidence level) for wt vs.
trt1-D743A cells. For peak normalized Pol2 (e), Student’s t-test found p = 0.07 at 100 min (93% confidence level) for wt vs. trt1D cells, and p = 0.21 at
100 min (79% confidence level) for wt vs. trt1-D743A cells. For telomere length corrected Pol1 (a), statistically significant differences were found at
120 (p = 4.161024), 140 (p = 5.361023) and 160 min (4.561022) for trt1D vs. trt1-D743A cells. Anti-FLAG western blot analysis indicated comparable
expression levels in different genetic backgrounds (Figure S20F). (C) Comparison of peak normalized ChIP data for Trt1TERT and DNA polymerases in
wt, trt1D, and trt1-D743A cells. (Data for wt is identical to Figure 2D, but shown again as a reference.) Statistically significant differences (p,0.04) in
telomere binding between Pol1 (a) and Pol2 (e) were found at 100 and 140–180 min for trt1D cells, and at 100, 200 and 220 min for trt1-D743A cells.
Error bars correspond to SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003936.g007
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Discussion
A static ‘‘shelterin’’ model [39] has provided a useful framework
to understand how various telomere bound factors might be
organized together to regulate telomerase action and telomere
protection. However, since telomere maintenance regulation is
coupled to cell cycle-regulated changes in telomere composition,
especially in response to replication of telomeric DNA [1,2], a new
model of telomere regulation that takes cell cycle-regulated
changes at telomeres into account must be developed.
In fact, since our current and previous cell cycle ChIP analyses
[25] have shown that individual subunits of shelterin show distinct
cell cycle-regulated dynamic telomere association patterns, it is
likely that the commonly drawn ‘‘closed’’ configuration of the
shelterin complex [6] (Figure 1A) that fully connects Taz1 to Pot1
via linker proteins Rap1 and Poz1 may never exist, or exist only in
a very limited time window during cell cycle. It should also be
noted that recent florescence microcopy analysis [40] and our new
ChIP data (Figure 1C) indicate that Rap1 can still be localized to
telomeres independently of both Poz1 and Taz1, contrary to a
commonly held notion that fission yeast Rap1 recruitment is
entirely dependent on Taz1 [6,8].
As a first step toward developing a more dynamic telomere
regulation model, we determined detailed cell cycle-regulated
telomere association patterns for various factors implicated in
telomere regulation in fission yeast. Based on results from current
and previous studies, we will propose and discuss a new and more
dynamic model of telomere length regulation in fission yeast
(Figure 9), which hopefully will serve as a useful framework to
guide future investigations.

Regulation of replicative DNA polymerases at telomeres
by shelterin and Stn1-Ten1
While previous studies have implicated Taz1 and TRF1 in
efficient replication of telomeric DNA [26,27], very little was
known how loss of Taz1/TRF1 affects replicative DNA polymerases at telomeres. We found that loss of telomerase inhibitors
(Poz1, Rap1 and Taz1) differentially affect leading (Pole) and
lagging (Pola) strand DNA polymerases (Figure 2C). For poz1D
and rap1D cells, the peak of Pola binding to telomeres was
significantly delayed without affecting Pole, suggesting that Poz1
and Rap1 primarily affect the timely recruitment of the lagging
strand DNA polymerase. Consistent with previous studies that
observed more severe defects in telomere replication in taz1D than
rap1D cells [28,34,41], Pola binding to telomeres was severely
deregulated in taz1D cells. In addition, loss of Taz1 (but not Rap1
or Poz1) caused earlier recruitment of Pole to telomeres, consistent
with recent findings that Taz1 and Taz1-interacting protein Rif1
enforce late S-phase replication of telomeres in fission yeast
[33,42]. Intriguingly, telomerase deficient cells (trt1D or trt1D743A), which carry shorter telomeres and thus can accommodate
less Taz1, also showed slightly earlier recruitment of Pole to
telomeres than wt cells, consistent with earlier replication of
telomeres (Figure 7).
Taken together, we thus propose that (1) Taz1, likely in
collaboration with Rif1 but independently of Poz1 and Rap1,
enforces late S-phase replication of telomeres, and as a
consequence, (2) shorter telomeres in fission yeast are replicated
earlier (Figure 9). Previously, we have found that Taz1 binding
is reduced by ,2-fold during S-phase [25]. Therefore, we
speculate that shorter telomeres may be able to reduce Taz1
(and Rif1) density faster to the level compatible with replication,
and as a consequence, replicate earlier in S-phase than longer
telomeres.

Figure 8. Cell cycle ChIP assays to monitor association of DNA
polymerases and Stn1 with telomeres in rap1D trt1D cells. (A–C)
Telomere length adjusted ChIP data for Pol1 (a) (A), Pol2 (e) (B), and
Stn1 (C). Error bars correspond to SEM. Raw ChIP data and % septated
cells to monitor cell cycle progression are shown in Figure S21A–F. Antimyc and anti-FLAG western blot analysis indicated comparable
expression levels in different genetic backgrounds (Figure S21G).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003936.g008
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Figure 9. A working model of fission yeast telomere length control.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003936.g009
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Interestingly, budding yeast cells also replicate shorter telomeres
earlier [43], suggesting that early replication of short telomeres
may be evolutionarily conserved. Moreover, even though replication timing of mammalian cells appears to be not strictly
dependent on telomere length [44], TRF1 binding to telomeres
is also reduced during S-phase [45] and Rif1, like fission yeast
Rif1, contributes to genome-wide regulation of replication timing
[46,47]. It is thus possible that TRF1 might also collaborate with
Rif1 in regulating replication timing at telomeres in mammalian
cells.
Epistasis analysis of telomere length by Southern blot indicated
that Taz1 carries out both Poz1/Rap1-independent and dependent roles in regulation of telomere length maintenance
(Figure 1B). Accordingly, we further suggest that Taz1, in
collaboration with Rap1 and Poz1, also contributes to replication
fork integrity at telomeres by promoting timely and cell cycleregulated recruitment of the lagging strand DNA polymerases
(Pola and Pold) (Figure 9). Completion of the C-strand fill-in
synthesis by lagging strand DNA polymerases would then restore
dsDNA and Taz1 binding in late S/G2 phase, prior to the
initiation of mitosis.
Although Rap1 binding to telomeres is not entirely dependent
on Taz1, loss of Taz1 significantly reduces Rap1 binding at
telomeres (Figure 1C), and disruption of the Taz1-Rap1 interaction causes massive elongation of telomeres, much like rap1D [40].
Thus, it is easy to imagine how Taz1, through direct interaction
with Rap1, would affect Rap1-dependent promotion of lagging
strand synthesis at telomeres. Previously identified Rap1-Poz1 and
Poz1-Tpz1 interactions [6] would also likely be important in
regulating the timely recruitment of lagging strand DNA
polymerases (Figure 1A and Figure 9).
In addition, a newly identified interaction between Tpz1 and
Stn1-Ten1 (Figure 4C) could play a critical role in allowing Rap1
and Poz1 to enforce the timely recruitment of Pola to telomeres,
since our ChIP assays also implicated a close functional
relationship among Poz1, Stn1 and Pola in telomere regulation
(Figures 5A and 8). Our current findings are likely relevant to
understand mammalian telomere regulation, since previous studies
have found that mammalian TPP1 also interacts with CST
[23,35], and CST collaborates with Pola in regulating C-strand
fill-in synthesis at telomeres [20–22].

our cell cycle analysis, we further suggest that S-phase specific
Trt1TERT recruitment to telomeres is controlled by both (1) cell
cycle-regulated binding of Pot1-Tpz1-Ccq1 and (2) Ccq1 Thr93
phosphorylation. Since Thr93 phosphorylation is quickly lost in wt
cells soon after dissociation of Rad26ATRIP from telomeres, it is
likely that an unidentified phosphatase is involved in rapidly
reducing Thr93 phosphorylation to promote the timely dissociation of Trt1TERT from telomeres. In poz1D, rap1D and taz1D cells,
increased accumulation of Rad3ATR kinase results in constitutive
Thr93 phosphorylation, hence persistent and high level binding of
Trt1TERT in G2 phase. We have also shown that catalytically
inactive Trt1-D743A shows increased and constitutive binding to
telomeres (Figure 6), consistent with the notion that telomerase is
preferentially recruited to short telomeres.
The notion that fission yeast utilizes the differential arrival of
leading and lagging strand polymerases to control Rad3ATRdependent Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation and Trt1TERT recruitment can explain why mutations in Pole lead to shorter telomeres
while mutations in Pola and Pold lead to longer telomeres [48].
Since mutations in Pole would likely delay leading but not lagging
strand synthesis, cells would accumulate less ssDNA at telomeres,
and as a result, recruit less Rad3ATR and Trt1TERT. Conversely,
mutations in Pola and Pold would lead to increased ssDNA, and
more robust recruitment of Rad3ATR and telomerase. Effects on
differential strand synthesis at telomeres could also explain why
rif1D rap1D cells have longer telomeres than rap1D cells [8], since
the loss of Rif1 is expected to advance the arrival of Pole [42],
further expanding the differential strand synthesis over rap1D cells.
Differences in Pola binding (Figure 2C) could also explain why
rap1D cells retain S phase-specific G-tail elongation while taz1D
cells show elongated G-tails throughout the cell cycle [34].
Even though budding yeast cells have significantly diverged in
telomere protein composition from fission yeast or mammalian
cells [4], mutations in Pole also cause telomere shortening while
mutations in Pola cause telomere lengthening in budding yeast
[49,50]. Thus, differential regulation of leading and lagging strand
synthesis could have evolutionarily conserved roles in telomerase
regulation. Studies in mammalian cells have also found that
lagging strand synthesis is significantly delayed [51] and regulated
by CST [20,21]. Thus, we believe that our current findings are
also relevant in understanding how shelterin and CST regulate
telomere maintenance in mammalian cells.

Regulation of Rad3ATR kinase recruitment, Ccq1 Thr93
phosphorylation and telomerase recruitment by shelterin
and CST

Materials and Methods
Yeast strains, plasmids and primers used in this study

Since Rad3ATR/Tel1ATM-dependent phosphorylation of Ccq1
at Thr93 promotes Ccq1-Est1 interaction and telomerase recruitment, the mechanism that modulates Thr93 phosphorylation is
critical for proper maintenance of telomeres in fission yeast
[10,13]. Poz1, Rap1 and Taz1 negatively regulate Ccq1 Thr93
phosphorylation and telomerase recruitment [10], but the
underlying mechanism by which these factors limit Thr93
phosphorylation remained unclear.
Our ChIP data indicated that loss of Poz1, Rap1 and Taz1
causes large increases in telomere association for RPA and
Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP, but not Tel1ATM kinase (Figures 3, S7A
and S10). Closely matching the extent of increase in Ccq1 Thr93
phosphorylation and Trt1TERT binding [12], RPA and Rad3ATRRad26ATRIP showed progressive increase in telomere binding in
the order of poz1D, rap1D and taz1D cells, especially during Sphase. Therefore, we suggest that Poz1, Rap1 and Taz1 negatively
regulate Rad3ATR-Rad26ATRIP accumulation and Ccq1 Thr93
phosphorylation by controlling the differential arrival of leading
and lagging strand polymerases at telomeres (Figure 9). Based on
PLOS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org

Fission yeast strains used in this study were constructed by
standard techniques [52], and they are listed in Table S2. For
taz1D::ura4+, taz1D::LEU2, rap1D::ura4+, poz1D::natMX6 and
trt1D::his3+, original deletion strains were described previously
[8,30,36,53,54]. For rad3-kdD::kanMX4, ura4+ marker was swapped
with kanMX4 by (1) PCR amplifying a kanMX4 module from a
pFA6a-kanMX4 plasmid [55] using DNA primers UraKan-T1
and UraKan-B1 (Table S3), and (2) transforming rad3-kdD::ura4+
strain [56,57] with the PCR product. For rap1-myc, trt1-myc, pol1FLAG, pol2-FLAG, myc-rad3, myc-rad26, myc-tel1, rad11-FLAG, ccq1myc, ccq1-FLAG, tpz1-myc, poz1-myc and stn1-myc, original tagged
strains were described previously [9,12,25,57–59]. A modified
fission yeast strain with leu1-32::[hENT1 leu1+] and his3-D1 his7366::[hsv-tk his7+] that can be used to efficiently incorporate BrdU
has been described previously [60]. Strains that carry trt1D743A::LEU2 allele at endogenous locus were previously described
[61]. A heterozygous diploid strain carrying unmarked trt1-D743A
or trt1+ was transformed with a PCR product (amplified from a
15
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subtracted ChIP; B = telomere correction factor; SEMB = SEM of
telomere correction factor).

trt1-G8-13myc::kanMX6 strain using DNA primers trt1-B29 and
trt1-T30) to generate cells carrying trt1-D743A-myc.
Yeast two/three hybrid assays were performed by mating
Saccharomyces cerevisiae MATa (Y2HGold: MATa trp1-901 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 his3-200 LYS2::GAL1(UAS)-GAL1(TATA)-HIS3 GAL2(UAS)-GAL2(TATA)-ADE2 gal4D gal80D URA3::MEL1(UAS)MEL1(TATA)-AUR1-C MEL1) strains harboring GAL4-DBD
(DNA-binding domain) plasmids with MATa (Y187: MATa trp1901 leu2-3,-112 ura3-52 his3-200 ade2-101 gal4D gal80D metURA3::GAL1(UAS)-GAL1(TATA)-LacZ MEL1) strains harboring
GAL4-AD (activation domain) plasmids, as described in the
MATCHMAKER system manual (Clontech). Plasmids used in
yeast two/three hybrid assays are listed in Table S4.

Statistical analysis
In order to determine the statistical significance of our data,
two-tailed Student’s t-tests were performed, and p-values#0.05
($95% confidence level) were considered as statistically significant
differences.

Supporting Information
Figure S1 Epistasis analysis of poz1D, rap1D and taz1D cells. (A)
Telomere length analysis for indicated strains. Genomic DNA was
prepared after extensive restreaks on YES plates to ensure
telomere length equilibrium. After digestion with ApaI, DNA
was fractionated on a 1% agarose gel and processed for Southern
blot analysis with a telomere probe. Quantitative analysis of
telomere length distribution for this gel is shown in Figure 1B. (B)
Analysis of cell growth at lower temperatures. Five-fold serial
dilution of the indicated strains are plated on YES, and grown at
indicated temperatures. (C) Chromosome fusion analysis of G1
arrested cells. Genomic DNA was prepared in agarose plugs from
G1 arrested cells, digested with NotI, fractionated on a 1% agarose
gel by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, and processed for Southern
blot analysis with probes specific for C, I, L and M NotI
chromosomal fragments. A NotI restriction map of S. pombe
chromosomes is shown below, with telomeric C, I, L, and M
fragments marked as black boxes.
(JPG)

Southern blot, western blot, and ChIP analyses
Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis to analyze telomere fusions in G1
was performed as previously described [31,62]. Telomere probe
used in Southern blot and dot blot-based ChIP was generated as
previously described [54], and rDNA probe used to determine
telomere length correction factor for dot blot-based ChIP analysis
was generated using PCR with primers listed in Table S3 [63,64].
Primers used in real-time PCR-based ChIP assays are also listed in
Table S3. ChIP samples were analyzed with quantitative real-time
PCR or dot blot with telomeric probe as previously described
[10,25]. BrdU incorporation was monitored as previously
described [25,65]. Error bars in all plots represent standard error
of the mean (SEM) from multiple independent experiments.
For western blot and ChIP assays, either monoclonal anti-myc
(9B11, Cell Signaling) or monoclonal anti-FLAG (M2-F1804,
Sigma) antibodies were used. Anti-Cdc2 antibody (y100.4, Abcam)
was used in western blot analysis as a loading control. Ccq1 Thr93
phosphorylation was monitored using phospho-(Ser/Thr) ATM/
ATR substrate antibody (2851, Cell Signaling) as previously
described [10]. While not specifically raised against a Ccq1 Thr93
phosphopeptide, our previous analysis indicated that the phospho(Ser/Thr) ATM/ATR substrate antibody can specifically detect a
Ccq1 Thr93 phosphopeptide, and detect a band corresponding to
immunoprecipitated Ccq1 that is eliminated in ccq1-T93A mutant
in western blot analysis [10]. Thus, although we cannot completely
eliminate the possibility that this antibody recognizes phosphorylation on other site(s) that might be affected by ccq1-T93A
mutation, for sake of simplicity, we denote the signal detected by
this antibody as Ccq1 Thr93 phosphorylation in the text.

Figure S2 Analysis of Trt1TERT recruitment to telomeres by dot

blot-based asynchronous ChIP assays with telomeric DNA probe.
(A) Telomere correction factors for Trt1-myc strains were
established by determining telomere/rDNA hybridization signal
ratios relative to wt cells. Telomere correction factors for other
epitope tagged strains are shown in Supplementary Table S1. (B)
Raw % precipitated DNA values for dot blot-based Trt1-myc
ChIP assays for the indicated genotypes. (C) Telomere length
corrected ChIP data for Trt1-myc. (See Materials and Methods
section for details.) Error bars correspond to SEM.
(JPG)
Figure S3 Raw data of dot blot-based cell cycle ChIP assays for
Trt1TERT. (A, B) Cell cycle ChIP assays were performed with
cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for wt, poz1D, rap1D or taz1D
cells, and % precipitated DNA was determined by hybridization of
a telomeric probe to dot blotted input and ChIP samples. (C) %
septated cells were measured to monitor cell cycle progression of
cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for the indicated genotypes.
Error bars correspond to SEM.
(JPG)

Establishment of telomere length correction factors
Correction factors for telomere length were established by
measuring the hybridization signal intensity of telomere versus
rDNA repeats (telomere/rDNA) for poz1D, rap1D and taz1D cells
compared to wt cells (Figure S2A and Table S1), using NaOH
denatured genomic DNA samples spotted on Nylon membrane by
dot blot apparatus. ‘‘Telomere length corrected’’ ChIP values were
then calculated by multiplying the background subtracted %
precipitated DNA values (raw % precipitated DNA – no tag
control % precipitated DNA) with the correction factors, and
normalizing them to wt. For telomere length corrected cell cycle
ChIP, values were normalized to the peak binding level of wt cells
in late S/G2-phase. While it may not be a perfect solution, the use
of correction factors provided better estimates of changes in
protein binding to chromosome ends for cells carrying significantly
longer telomeres than wt cells. For telomere length corrected
ChIP data, SEM of telomere q
length
corrected ChIP (SEM
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ Q)

Figure S4 DNA replication timing monitored by incorporation
of BrdU in cdc25-22 synchronized cells for (A) ars2004 and (B)
telomeres [25]. BrdU incorporation at telomeres is inhibited by
addition of 15 mM HU for wt, poz1D and rap1D cells but not for
taz1D cells. BrdU is incorporated into ars2004 with similar kinetics
in the presence or absence of HU for all genetic backgrounds
tested. (C) Pol1 (a) showed similar timing of recruitment to ars2004
in all genetic backgrounds tested. Error bars correspond to SEM.
(JPG)
Figure S5 Cell cycle ChIP assays for DNA polymerases. (A, B)
Peak normalized cell cycle ChIP data for Pol1 (a) (A) and Pol2 (e)
(B). For Pol2 (e), Student’s t-test found a statistically significant
difference in telomere binding at 80 min (p = 0.03) for wt vs. taz1D

was calculated as SEMQ ~AB ðSEMA =AÞ2 zðSEMB =BÞ2 (A
= background subtracted ChIP; SEMA = SEM of background
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cells. (C, D) Raw data of dot blot-based cell cycle ChIP assays for
Pol1 (a) (C) and Pol2 (e) (D), performed with cdc25-22
synchronized cell cultures and telomeric DNA probe. (E, F) %
septated cells were measured to monitor cell cycle progression of
cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for Pol1 (a) (E) and Pol2 (e) (F)
ChIP assays. Error bars correspond to SEM. (G) Anti-FLAG
western blot analysis indicated comparable expression levels in
different genetic backgrounds for both Pol1 (a) and Pol2 (e). Cdc2
western blot served as loading control.
(JPG)

endogenous promoter could not be detected in whole cell extracts,
comparable amounts of Tel1ATM were immunoprecipitated (IP)
with anti-myc antibody in different genetic backgrounds.
(JPG)
Cell cycle ChIP assays for Rad26ATRIP and
Rad11 . (A, B) Peak normalized cell cycle ChIP data for
Rad26 (A) and Rad11 (B). (C, D) Raw data of dot blot-based cell
cycle ChIP assays for Rad26 (C) and Rad11 (D), performed with
cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures and telomeric DNA probe. (E,
F) % septated cells were measured to monitor cell cycle
progression of cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for Rad26 (E)
and Rad11 (F) ChIP assays. Error bars correspond to SEM.
(JPG)
Figure S11
RPA

Figure S6 Comparison of cell cycle ChIP data among DNA
polymerases and Trt1TERT. Comparison of telomere length
corrected ChIP data between Pol2 (e) and Trt1 (A) or Pol1 (a)
and Trt1 (B) in indicated genomic backgrounds. For explanation
of shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error bars
correspond to SEM.
(JPG)

Figure S12 Cell cycle ChIP assays for shelterin subunits and
Stn1. (A–D) Raw data of dot blot-based cell cycle ChIP assays for
Ccq1 (A), Tpz1 (B), Poz1 (C) and Stn1 (D), performed with cdc2522 synchronized cell cultures and telomeric DNA probe. (E–H) %
septated cells were measured to monitor cell cycle progression of
cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for Ccq1 (E), Tpz1 (F), Poz1
(G) and Stn1 (H) ChIP assays. Error bars correspond to SEM.
(JPG)

Figure S7 Telomere length corrected dot blot-based asynchronous ChIP data for indicated proteins in wt, poz1D, rap1D and
taz1D cells. (A) Raw ChIP data from Supplementary Figures S8,
S9 for Trt1TERT, Rad26ATRIP, Rad3ATR, Rad11RPA and Tpz1
were corrected for telomere length and normalized to wt cells.
Compared to wt cells, poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells all showed
statistically significant increases in telomere association for
Trt1TERT (p,1.2610211), Rad26ATRIP (p,6.461024), Rad3ATR
(p,0.047 for poz1D while p,1.861025 for rap1D and taz1D),
Rad11RPA (p,1.661023) and Tpz1 (p,3.261027). (B) Raw ChIP
data from Supplementary Figure S9 for Tpz1, Ccq1, Poz1 and
Stn1 were corrected for telomere length and normalized to wt
cells. Compared to wt cells, poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells all
showed statistically significant increases in telomere association
for Ccq1 (p,1.861024), Poz1 (p,1.561025) and Stn1
(p,1.161025). Error bars correspond to SEM.
(JPG)

Figure S13 Comparison of peak normalized cell cycle ChIP
data between Ccq1 and Tpz1. (A) Peak normalized ChIP data for
either Ccq1 or Tpz1 in different genetic backgrounds were plotted
to compare changes in temporal association with telomeres. (B)
Comparison of peak normalized ChIP data indicated that
temporal changes in telomere association for Ccq1 and Tpz1
are nearly identical in all genetic backgrounds tested. For
explanation of shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error
bars correspond to SEM.
(JPG)
Figure S14 Comparison of peak normalized cell cycle ChIP
data between Poz1 and Stn1. (A) Peak normalized ChIP data for
either Poz1 or Stn1 in different genetic backgrounds were plotted
to compare changes in temporal association with telomeres. (B)
Comparison of peak normalized ChIP data indicated that
temporal changes in telomere association for Poz1 and Stn1 are
nearly identical in wt, rap1D and taz1D cells. For explanation of
shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error bars correspond
to SEM.
(JPG)

Figure S8 Raw % precipitated DNA against input DNA for
Rad26ATRIP (A), Rad3ATR (B) and Rad11RPA (C) obtained by dot
blot-based asynchronous ChIP assays with telomeric DNA probe.
Error bars correspond to SEM. (D) Anti-myc (Rad26 and Rad3)
and anti-FLAG (Rad11) western blot analysis indicated comparable expression levels in different genetic backgrounds. Cdc2
western blot served as a loading control.
(JPG)

Figure S15 Comparison of cell cycle ChIP data among Ccq1,
Tpz1, Poz1 and Stn1. (A) Comparison of peak normalized ChIP
data for Poz1, Tpz1 and Ccq1 in wt, rap1D and taz1D cells. For
Tpz1 vs. Poz1, Student’s t-test found p = 0.053 at 120 min (94.7%
confidence level) for wt cells, and p = 0.058 at 80 min (94.2%
confidence level) and p = 0.09 at 100 min (91% confidence level)
for rap1D cells. For Ccq1 vs. Poz1, Student’s t-test found p = 0.045
at 100 min (95.5% confidence level) and p = 0.071 at 120 min
(92.9% confidence level) for wt cells, and p = 0.082 at 100 min
(91.8% confidence level) for rap1D cells. (B) Comparison of peak
normalized ChIP data for Stn1, Tpz1 and Ccq1 in wt, poz1D,
rap1D and taz1D cells. For Tpz1 vs. Stn1, differences were
statistically significant at 60–120 min for wt cells (p,0.03), at 100,
120, 200 and 220 min for poz1D cells (p,0.04), and at 100, 120,
200 min for rap1D cells (p,0.01). For Ccq1 vs. Stn1, differences
were statistically significant at 100, 120 and 180 min for wt cells
(p,0.03), at 80 and 120 min for poz1D cells (p,0.04), and at 100,
120, 200 min for rap1D cells (p,0.02). For explanation of shaded
areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error bars correspond to
SEM.
(JPG)

Figure S9 Raw % precipitated DNA against input DNA for Ccq1

(A), Tpz1 (B), Poz1 (C) and Stn1 (D) obtained by dot blot-based
asynchronous ChIP assays with telomeric DNA probe. Error bars
correspond to SEM. (E) Anti-myc western blot analyses indicated
comparable expression levels for all proteins in different genetic
backgrounds. Cdc2 western blot served as a loading control.
(JPG)
Tel1ATM does not show increased binding to
telomeres in poz1D, rap1D and taz1D cells. (A, B) Raw %
precipitated DNA against input DNA for Tel1ATM obtained by
dot blot-based asynchronous ChIP assays with telomeric DNA
probe. For (A), none of the strains showed statistically significant
Tel1ATM binding over no tag controls. For (B), only rad3-kdD cells
[57] showed statistically significant Tel1ATM binding over no tag
control (p = 6.061024). (C) Raw data of dot blot-based cell cycle
ChIP assays for Tel1ATM in wt or rap1D cells, performed with cdc2522 synchronized cell cultures and telomeric DNA probe. Among all
time points, only wt cells at 80 min showed statistically significant
Tel1ATM binding over no tag control (p = 4.061023). Error bars
correspond to SEM. (D) While myc-Tel1 expressed from its
Figure S10
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Yeast 3-hybrid assay to monitor interaction between
Tpz1 and Stn1-Ten1. Various truncation constructs of Tpz1 were
tested for interaction with Stn1 and Ten1. Based on cell growth on
–His selection plate, a Tpz1 fragment containing amino acids
224–420 was the smallest Tpz1 construct that retained interaction
with Stn1 and Ten1. Based on growth on –His –Ade plate, a Tpz1
fragment containing amino acids 2–420 showed strongest
interaction with Stn1 and Ten1.
(JPG)

Figure S16

for Pol1 (a) (A) and Pol2 (e) (B), performed with cdc25-22
synchronized cell cultures and telomeric DNA probe. (C, D) %
septated cells were measured to monitor cell cycle progression of
cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for Pol1 (a) (C) and Pol2 (e) (D)
ChIP assays. (E) Pol1 (a) showed similar timing of recruitment to
ars2004 in wt and trt1D cells. Error bars correspond to SEM. (F)
Anti-FLAG western blot analysis indicated comparable expression
levels in different genetic backgrounds for both Pol1 and Pol2.
Cdc2 western blot served as a loading control.
(JPG)

Figure S17 Comparison of cell cycle ChIP data among DNA
polymerases, Ccq1 and Tpz1. Comparison of peak normalized
ChIP data for Pol1 (a), Pol2 (e) and Ccq1 (A) or Pol1 (a), Pol2 (e)
and Tpz1 (B) in wt, poz1D, rap1D, and taz1D cells. For explanation
of shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error bars
correspond to SEM.
(JPG)

Figure S21 Cell cycle ChIP assays for DNA polymerases and
Stn1 in rap1D trt1D cells. (A–C) Raw data of dot blot-based cell
cycle ChIP assays for Pol1 (a) (A), Pol2 (e) (B) and Stn1 (C),
performed with cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures and telomeric
DNA probe. (D–F) % septated cells were measured to monitor cell
cycle progression of cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for Pol1
(D), Pol2 (E) and Stn1 (F) ChIP assays. Error bars correspond to
SEM. (G) Anti-FLAG (Pol1 and Pol2) and anti-myc (Stn1) western
blot analyses indicated comparable expression levels in different
genetic backgrounds for both Pol1 (a) and Pol2 (e). Cdc2 western
blot served as a loading control.
(JPG)

Comparison of cell cycle ChIP data among
Trt1TERT, Poz1 and Stn1. Comparison of peak normalized ChIP
data between Trt1 and Poz1 (A) or Trt1 and Stn1 (B) for indicated
genomic backgrounds. (C) Comparison of peak normalized ChIP
data among Trt1, Poz1 and Stn1 in poz1D or rap1D, plotted on log
scale. For explanation of shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2
legend. Error bars correspond to SEM.
(JPG)
Figure S18

Table S1 Telomere length correction factors (telomere/rDNA)

for dot blot-based ChIP.
(PDF)

Cell cycle ChIP assays for catalytically dead Trt1D743A. (A) Telomere length analysis for indicated strains used in
ChIP analysis. Genomic DNA was prepared from early generation
strains. After digestion with EcoRI, DNA was fractionated on a 1%
agarose gel and processed for Southern blot analysis with a telomere
probe. (B) Raw % precipitated DNA against input DNA for
Trt1TERT obtained by real-time quantitative PCR analysis (left) or
dot blot-based asynchronous ChIP assays with telomeric DNA
probe (right). Trt1-D743A showed a statistically significant increase
in telomere association compared to wt Trt1TERT (p = 5.461025)
for PCR-based ChIP assay, independently confirming our conclusion from telomere-length corrected dot blot-based ChIP assay
(Figure 6B). Anti-myc western blot analysis indicated comparable
expression levels of Trt1 in different genetic backgrounds. Cdc2
western blot served as a loading control. (C) Peak normalized cell
cycle ChIP data for wt or catalytically dead Trt1TERT in rap1+ or
rap1D cells. (D) Raw data of dot blot-based cell cycle ChIP assays for
Trt1TERT, performed with cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures and
telomeric DNA probe. (E) % septated cells were measured to
monitor cell cycle progression of cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures
for Trt1TERT ChIP assays. Error bars correspond to SEM.
(JPG)
Figure S19

Table S2 Fission yeast strains used in this study.

(PDF)
Table S3 DNA primers used in this study.

(PDF)
Table S4 Plasmids used in this study.

(PDF)
Supporting Information S1 A single PDF file containing all
Supporting Information (Figures S1–S21 and Tables S1–S4).
(PDF)
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1!

Figure S1 Epistasis analysis of poz1!, rap1! and taz1! cells. (A) Telomere length analysis for indicated
strains. Genomic DNA was prepared after extensive restreaks on YES plates to ensure telomere length
equilibrium. After digestion with ApaI, DNA was fractionated on a 1% agarose gel and processed for
Southern blot analysis with a telomere probe. Quantitative analysis of telomere length distribution for this
gel is shown in Figure 1B. (B) Analysis of cell growth at lower temperatures. Five-fold serial dilution of the
indicated strains are plated on YES, and grown at indicated temperatures. (C) Chromosome fusion
analysis of G1 arrested cells. Genomic DNA was prepared in agarose plugs from G 1 arrested cells,
digested with NotI, fractionated on a 1% agarose gel by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, and processed
for Southern blot analysis with probes specific for C, I, L and M NotI chromosomal fragments. A NotI
restriction map of S. pombe chromosomes is shown below, with telomeric C, I, L, and M fragments
marked as black boxes.

2!

TERT

recruitment to telomeres by dot blot-based asynchronous ChIP assays
Figure S2 Analysis of Trt1
with telomeric DNA probe. (A) Telomere correction factors for Trt1-myc strains were established by
determining telomere/rDNA hybridization signal ratios relative to wt cells. Telomere correction factors for
other epitope tagged strains are shown in Supplementary Table S1. (B) Raw % precipitated DNA values
for dot blot-based Trt1-myc ChIP assays for the indicated genotypes. (C) Telomere length corrected ChIP
data for Trt1-myc. (See Materials and Methods section for details.) Error bars correspond to SEM.

3!

TERT

. (A, B) Cell cycle ChIP assays
Figure S3 Raw data of dot blot-based cell cycle ChIP assays for Trt1
were performed with cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for wt, poz1!, rap1! or taz1! cells, and %
precipitated DNA was determined by hybridization of a telomeric probe to dot blotted input and ChIP
samples. (C) % septated cells were measured to monitor cell cycle progression of cdc25-22 synchronized
cell cultures for the indicated genotypes. Error bars correspond to SEM.

4!

Figure S4 DNA replication timing monitored by incorporation of BrdU in cdc25-22 synchronized cells for
(A) ars2004 and (B) telomeres [25]. BrdU incorporation at telomeres is inhibited by addition of 15 mM HU
for wt, poz1! and rap1! cells but not for taz1! cells. BrdU is incorporated into ars2004 with similar
kinetics in the presence or absence of HU for all genetic backgrounds tested. (C) Pol1 (!) showed similar
timing of recruitment to ars2004 in all genetic backgrounds tested. Error bars correspond to SEM.

5!

Figure S5 Cell cycle ChIP assays for DNA polymerases. (A, B) Peak normalized cell cycle ChIP data for
Pol1 (!) (A) and Pol2 (") (B). For Pol2 ("), Student’s t-test found a statistically significant difference in
telomere binding at 80 min (p=0.03) for wt vs. taz1! cells. (C, D) Raw data of dot blot-based cell cycle
ChIP assays for Pol1 (!) (C) and Pol2 (") (D), performed with cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures and
telomeric DNA probe. (E, F) % septated cells were measured to monitor cell cycle progression of cdc2522 synchronized cell cultures for Pol1 (!) (E) and Pol2 (") (F) ChIP assays. Error bars correspond to
SEM. (G) Anti-FLAG western blot analysis indicated comparable expression levels in different genetic
backgrounds for both Pol1 (!) and Pol2 ("). Cdc2 western blot served as loading control.

6!

TERT

. Comparison of
Figure S6 Comparison of cell cycle ChIP data among DNA polymerases and Trt1
telomere length corrected ChIP data between Pol2 (") and Trt1 (A) or Pol1 (!) and Trt1 (B) in indicated
genomic backgrounds. For explanation of shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error bars
correspond to SEM.

7!

Figure S7 Telomere length corrected dot blot-based asynchronous ChIP data for indicated proteins in wt,
TERT
,
poz1!, rap1! and taz1! cells. (A) Raw ChIP data from Supplementary Figures S8-S9 for Trt1
ATRIP
ATR
RPA
, Rad3 , Rad11
and Tpz1 were corrected for telomere length and normalized to wt cells.
Rad26
Compared to wt cells, poz1!, rap1!, and taz1! cells all showed statistically significant increases in
TERT
-11
ATRIP
-4
ATR
(p<1.2x10 ), Rad26
(p<6.4x10 ), Rad3
(p<0.047 for poz1!
telomere association for Trt1
-5
RPA
-3
-7
while p<1.8x10 for rap1! and taz1!), Rad11
(p<1.6x10 ) and Tpz1 (p<3.2x10 ). (B) Raw ChIP data
from Supplementary Figure S9 for Tpz1, Ccq1, Poz1 and Stn1 were corrected for telomere length and
normalized to wt cells. Compared to wt cells, poz1!, rap1!, and taz1! cells all showed statistically
-4
-5
significant increases in telomere association for Ccq1 (p<1.8x10 ), Poz1 (p<1.5x10 ) and Stn1
-5
(p<1.1x10 ). Error bars correspond to SEM.

8!

ATRIP

ATR

RPA

(A), Rad3
(B) and Rad11
(C)
Figure S8 Raw % precipitated DNA against input DNA for Rad26
obtained by dot blot-based asynchronous ChIP assays with telomeric DNA probe. Error bars correspond
to SEM. (D) Anti-myc (Rad26 and Rad3) and anti-FLAG (Rad11) western blot analysis indicated
comparable expression levels in different genetic backgrounds. Cdc2 western blot served as a loading
control.

9!

Figure S9 Raw % precipitated DNA against input DNA for Ccq1 (A), Tpz1 (B), Poz1 (C) and Stn1 (D)
obtained by dot blot-based asynchronous ChIP assays with telomeric DNA probe. Error bars correspond
to SEM. (E) Anti-myc western blot analyses indicated comparable expression levels for all proteins in
different genetic backgrounds. Cdc2 western blot served as a loading control.

10!

ATM

does not show increased binding to telomeres in poz1!, rap1! and taz1! cells. (A,
Figure S10 Tel1
ATM
obtained by dot blot-based asynchronous ChIP
B) Raw % precipitated DNA against input DNA for Tel1
ATM
assays with telomeric DNA probe. For (A), none of the strains showed statistically significant Tel1
ATM
binding over no tag controls. For (B), only rad3-kd! cells [57] showed statistically significant Tel1
-4
binding over no tag control (p=6.0x10 ). (C) Raw data of dot blot-based cell cycle ChIP assays for
ATM
Tel1
in wt or rap1! cells, performed with cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures and telomeric DNA
ATM
binding over
probe. Among all time points, only wt cells at 80 min showed statistically significant Tel1
-3
no tag control (p=4.0x10 ). Error bars correspond to SEM. (D) While myc-Tel1 expressed from its
ATM
were
endogenous promoter could not be detected in whole cell extracts, comparable amounts of Tel1
immunoprecipitated (IP) with anti-myc antibody in different genetic backgrounds.

11!

ATRIP

RPA

and Rad11 . (A, B) Peak normalized cell cycle ChIP
Figure S11 Cell cycle ChIP assays for Rad26
data for Rad26 (A) and Rad11 (B). (C, D) Raw data of dot blot-based cell cycle ChIP assays for Rad26
(C) and Rad11 (D), performed with cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures and telomeric DNA probe. (E, F)
% septated cells were measured to monitor cell cycle progression of cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures
for Rad26 (E) and Rad11 (F) ChIP assays. Error bars correspond to SEM.

12!

Figure S12 Cell cycle ChIP assays for shelterin subunits and Stn1. (A-D) Raw data of dot blot-based cell
cycle ChIP assays for Ccq1 (A), Tpz1 (B), Poz1 (C) and Stn1 (D), performed with cdc25-22 synchronized
cell cultures and telomeric DNA probe. (E-H) % septated cells were measured to monitor cell cycle
progression of cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for Ccq1 (E), Tpz1 (F), Poz1 (G) and Stn1 (H) ChIP
assays. Error bars correspond to SEM.

13!

Figure S13 Comparison of peak normalized cell cycle ChIP data between Ccq1 and Tpz1. (A) Peak
normalized ChIP data for either Ccq1 or Tpz1 in different genetic backgrounds were plotted to compare
changes in temporal association with telomeres. (B) Comparison of peak normalized ChIP data indicated
that temporal changes in telomere association for Ccq1 and Tpz1 are nearly identical in all genetic
backgrounds tested. For explanation of shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error bars
correspond to SEM.

14!

Figure S14 Comparison of peak normalized cell cycle ChIP data between Poz1 and Stn1. (A) Peak
normalized ChIP data for either Poz1 or Stn1 in different genetic backgrounds were plotted to compare
changes in temporal association with telomeres. (B) Comparison of peak normalized ChIP data indicated
that temporal changes in telomere association for Poz1 and Stn1 are nearly identical in wt, rap1! and
taz1! cells. For explanation of shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error bars correspond to
SEM.

15!

Figure S15 Comparison of cell cycle ChIP data among Ccq1, Tpz1, Poz1 and Stn1. (A) Comparison of
peak normalized ChIP data for Poz1, Tpz1 and Ccq1 in wt, rap1! and taz1! cells. For Tpz1 vs. Poz1,
Student’s t-test found p=0.053 at 120 min (94.7% confidence level) for wt cells, and p=0.058 at 80 min
(94.2% confidence level) and p=0.09 at 100 min (91% confidence level) for rap1! cells. For Ccq1 vs.
Poz1, Student’s t-test found p=0.045 at 100 min (95.5% confidence level) and p=0.071 at 120 min (92.9%
confidence level) for wt cells, and p=0.082 at 100 min (91.8% confidence level) for rap1! cells. (B)
Comparison of peak normalized ChIP data for Stn1, Tpz1 and Ccq1 in wt, poz1!, rap1! and taz1! cells.
For Tpz1 vs. Stn1, differences were statistically significant at 60-120 min for wt cells (p<0.03), at 100,
120, 200 and 220 min for poz1! cells (p<0.04), and at 100, 120, 200 min for rap1! cells (p<0.01). For
Ccq1 vs. Stn1, differences were statistically significant at 100, 120 and 180 min for wt cells (p<0.03), at
80 and 120 min for poz1! cells (p<0.04), and at 100, 120, 200 min for rap1! cells (p<0.02). For
explanation of shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error bars correspond to SEM.

16!

Figure S16 Yeast 3-hybrid assay to monitor interaction between Tpz1 and Stn1-Ten1. Various truncation
constructs of Tpz1 were tested for interaction with Stn1 and Ten1. Based on cell growth on –His selection
plate, a Tpz1 fragment containing amino acids 224-420 was the smallest Tpz1 construct that retained
interaction with Stn1 and Ten1. Based on growth on –His –Ade plate, a Tpz1 fragment containing amino
acids 2-420 showed strongest interaction with Stn1 and Ten1.

17!

Figure S17 Comparison of cell cycle ChIP data among DNA polymerases, Ccq1 and Tpz1. Comparison
of peak normalized ChIP data for Pol1 (!), Pol2 (") and Ccq1 (A) or Pol1 (!), Pol2 (") and Tpz1 (B) in wt,
poz1!, rap1!, and taz1! cells. For explanation of shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error
bars correspond to SEM.

18!

TERT

, Poz1 and Stn1. Comparison of peak
Figure S18 Comparison of cell cycle ChIP data among Trt1
normalized ChIP data between Trt1 and Poz1 (A) or Trt1 and Stn1 (B) for indicated genomic
backgrounds. (C) Comparison of peak normalized ChIP data among Trt1, Poz1 and Stn1 in poz1! or
rap1!, plotted on log scale. For explanation of shaded areas in graphs, see Figure 2 legend. Error bars
correspond to SEM.
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Figure S19 Cell cycle ChIP assays for catalytically dead Trt1-D743A. (A) Telomere length analysis for
indicated strains used in ChIP analysis. Genomic DNA was prepared from early generation strains. After
digestion with EcoRI, DNA was fractionated on a 1% agarose gel and processed for Southern blot
TERT
obtained by
analysis with a telomere probe. (B) Raw % precipitated DNA against input DNA for Trt1
real-time quantitative PCR analysis (left) or dot blot-based asynchronous ChIP assays with telomeric
DNA probe (right). Trt1-D743A showed a statistically significant increase in telomere association
TERT
-5
(p=5.4x10 ) for PCR-based ChIP assay, independently confirming our
compared to wt Trt1
conclusion from telomere-length corrected dot blot-based ChIP assay (Figure 6B). Anti-myc western blot
analysis indicated comparable expression levels of Trt1 in different genetic backgrounds. Cdc2 western
blot served as a loading control. (C) Peak normalized cell cycle ChIP data for wt or catalytically dead
TERT
+
TERT
in rap1 or rap1! cells. (D) Raw data of dot blot-based cell cycle ChIP assays for Trt1
,
Trt1
performed with cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures and telomeric DNA probe. (E) % septated cells were
TERT
ChIP
measured to monitor cell cycle progression of cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for Trt1
assays. Error bars correspond to SEM.

20!

Figure S20 Cell cycle ChIP assays for DNA polymerases in trt1 mutants. (A, B) Raw data of dot blotbased cell cycle ChIP assays for Pol1 (!) (A) and Pol2 (") (B), performed with cdc25-22 synchronized cell
cultures and telomeric DNA probe. (C, D) % septated cells were measured to monitor cell cycle
progression of cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for Pol1 (!) (C) and Pol2 (") (D) ChIP assays. (E) Pol1
(!) showed similar timing of recruitment to ars2004 in wt and trt1! cells. Error bars correspond to SEM.
(F) Anti-FLAG western blot analysis indicated comparable expression levels in different genetic
backgrounds for both Pol1 and Pol2. Cdc2 western blot served as a loading control.

21!

Figure S21 Cell cycle ChIP assays for DNA polymerases and Stn1 in rap1! trt1! cells. (A-C) Raw data of
dot blot-based cell cycle ChIP assays for Pol1 (!) (A), Pol2 (") (B) and Stn1 (C), performed with cdc25-22
synchronized cell cultures and telomeric DNA probe. (D-F) % septated cells were measured to monitor
cell cycle progression of cdc25-22 synchronized cell cultures for Pol1 (D), Pol2 (E) and Stn1 (F) ChIP
assays. Error bars correspond to SEM. (G) Anti-FLAG (Pol1 and Pol2) and anti-myc (Stn1) western blot
analyses indicated comparable expression levels in different genetic backgrounds for both Pol1 (!) and
Pol2 ("). Cdc2 western blot served as a loading control.
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Supplementary Table S1 Telomere length correction factors (telomere/rDNA) for dot blot-based ChIP
a
a
Genetic
Correction factor
Tagged
Genetic
Correction factor
Tagged
protein
background
protein
background
Trt1-myc
wt
1.000±0.011 (n=23) Rad11-FLAG wt
1.000±0.026 (n=17)
7.523±0.235 (n=22)
2.950±0.063 (n=17)
poz1!
poz1!
7.576±0.133
(n=23)
6.281±0.152 (n=17)
rap1!
rap1!
6.507±0.085 (n=22)
4.407±0.093 (n=15)
taz1!
taz1!
trt1-D743A
1.277±0.158 (n=9)
trt1-D743A rap1! 2.409±0.190 (n=7)
Pol1-FLAG

wt
poz1!
rap1!
taz1!
trt1!
trt1-D743A
rap1! trt1!

1.000±0.013 (n=18) Tpz1-myc
2.474±0.044 (n=18)
1.802±0.032 (n=18)
1.001±0.027 (n=18)
0.669±0.035 (n=9)
0.508±0.049 (n=9)
0.146±0.009 (n=9)

wt
poz1!
rap1!
taz1!

1.000±0.014 (n=18)
5.671±0.107 (n=18)
6.229±0.154 (n=18)
5.420±0.194 (n=18)

Pol2-FLAG

wt
poz1!
rap1!
taz1!
trt1!
trt1-D743A
rap1! trt1!

1.000±0.020 (n=18) Ccq1-myc
5.389±0.146 (n=18)
6.362±0.151 (n=15)
5.008±0.087 (n=15)
0.632±0.015 (n=9)
0.450±0.014 (n=9)
0.832±0.016 (n=9)

wt
poz1!
rap1!
taz1!

1.000±0.020 (n=36)
3.544±0.140 (n=33)
5.061±0.216 (n=35)
4.975±0.258 (n=35)

myc-Rad3

wt
poz1!
rap1!
taz1!

1.000±0.019 (n=9)
3.730±0.097 (n=9)
4.790±0.114 (n=9)
2.750±0.101 (n=9)

wt
rap1!
taz1!

1.000±0.025 (n=26)
4.773±0.311 (n=24)
3.892±0.282 (n=27)

myc-Rad26

wt
poz1!
rap1!
taz1!

1.000±0.017 (n=18) Stn1-myc
6.842±0.132 (n=18)
9.516±0.165 (n=18)
6.105±0.124 (n=16)

wt
poz1!
rap1!
taz1!
rap1! trt1!

1.000±0.021 (n=25)
3.624±0.237 (n=27)
5.416±0.364 (n=27)
4.497±0.260 (n=26)
0.666±0.013 (n=9)

Poz1-myc

a

Mean ± standard error of the mean. Values are normalized to wt cells with indicated tagged proteins. Number of
samples used to determine correction factors are also indicated as (n=#).
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Supplementary Table S2 Fission yeast strains used in this study
a
Figure
Strain
Full Genotype
1B, S1

wt
poz1!
rap1!
taz1!
poz1! rap1!
poz1! taz1!
rap1! taz1!
poz1! rap1! taz1!

1C

rap1 (no tag)
rap1-myc
rap1-myc poz1!
rap1-myc taz1!
rap1-myc poz1! taz1!

1D

trt1 (no tag)
trt1-myc
trt1-myc poz1!
trt1-myc rap1!
trt1-myc taz1!
trt1-myc poz1! taz1!
trt1-myc rap1! taz1!

SS5264
TN7708
YTC8558
YTC8969
TN8601
YTC9404
YTC9411

trt1-myc poz1! rap1!
trt1-myc poz1! rap1!
taz1!

YTC9453
YTC9452

2, 3C, 5,
7C, S2, S3,
S5, S6,
S17, S18

trt1-myc
trt1-myc poz1!
trt1-myc rap1!
trt1-myc taz1!
pol1-FLAG
pol1-FLAG poz1!
pol1-FLAG rap1!
pol1-FLAG taz1!
pol2-FLAG
pol2-FLAG poz1!
pol2-FLAG rap1!
pol2-FLAG taz1!
wt (no tag)
poz1! (no tag)
rap1! (no tag)
taz1! (no tag)

TN7708
YTC8558
YTC8969
TN8601
TN4781
YTC8705
YTC9589
YTC9375
TN4782
YTC8693
YTC9423
YTC9280
SS5264
YTC8929
YTC8938
YTC8933

3, S11

myc-rad26
myc-rad26 poz1!
myc-rad26 rap1!
myc-rad26 taz1!
rad11-FLAG
rad11-FLAG poz1!
rad11-FLAG rap1!
rad11-FLAG taz1!

TN7840
YTC10349
YTC10338
YTC10420
BAM5875
YTC10334
YTC10341
YTC10319

+

+

TN2411
YTC8489
YTC9370
YTC9369
YTC9371
YTC9372
YTC9373
YTC9374
TN2411
YTC9493
YTC9929
YTC9934
YTC10060

-

h his3-D1
h ade6-M216 his3-D1 poz1!::natMX6
+
+
h his3-D1 rap1!::ura4
+
+
h ade6-M216 his3-D1 taz1!::ura4
+
+
h his3-D1 poz1!::natMX6 rap1!::ura4
+
+
h ade6-M216 his3-D1 poz1!::natMX6 taz1!::ura4
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 rap1!::ura4 taz1!::LEU2
+
+
h his3-D1 poz1!::natMX6 rap1!::ura4 taz1!::LEU2
!
h his3-D1
+
+
h ade6-M210 rap1 -7myc::kanMX
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 rap1 -7myc::kanMX poz1!::natMX6
+
+
+
h ade6-M210 rap1 -7myc::kanMX taz1!::ura4
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 rap1 -7myc::kanMX poz1!::natMX6 taz1!::ura4
!
h his3-D1 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 taz1!::LEU2
cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 rap1!::ura4 taz1!::LEU2
cdc25-22
!
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 pol1 -5FLAG::kanMX cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 pol1 -5FLAG::kanMX poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 pol1 -5FLAG::kanMX rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 pol1 -5FLAG::kanMX taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol2 -5FLAG::kanMX cdc25-22
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol2 -5FLAG::kanMX poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol2 -5FLAG::kanMX rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol2 -5FLAG::kanMX taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
h his3-D1 cdc25-22
h his3-D1 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
!
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad26 ::hphMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad26 ::hphMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad26 ::hphMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad26 ::hphMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 rad11 -5FLAG::kanMX cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 rad11 -5FLAG::kanMX poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 rad11 -5FLAG::kanMX rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 rad11 -5FLAG::kanMX taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
!
!
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4A

ccq1-FLAG
ccq1-FLAG rap1!
ccq1-FLAG taz1!

TN6847
YTC10947
YTC10950

4B, 5,
S12-S15,
S17, S18

ccq1-myc
ccq1-myc poz1!
ccq1-myc rap1!
ccq1-myc taz1!
tpz1-myc
tpz1-myc poz1!
tpz1-myc rap1!
tpz1-myc taz1!
poz1-myc
poz1-myc rap1!
poz1-myc taz1!
stn1-myc
stn1-myc poz1!
stn1-myc rap1!
stn1-myc taz1!

TN7456
YTC8709
YTC9384
YTC9292
TN7467
YTC9362
YTC9307
YTC9327
TN6843
YTC9314
YTC9285
TN6886
YTC8717
YTC9299
YTC9414

6A, S19A

rad26 (no tag)
myc-rad26
myc-rad26 trt1!

6B-C, 7C,
S19

trt1 (no tag)
trt1-myc
trt1-myc rap1!
trt1-D743A-myc
trt1-D743A-myc rap1!

7, S20

pol1-FLAG trt1
pol1-FLAG trt1!

TN4781
b
TN8388

pol1-FLAG trt1-D743A

YTC10066

+

+

+

+

8, S21

-

TN2411
LS7680
YTC12785
SS5264
TN7708
YTC8969
YTC12787
YTC12788

b

pol2-FLAG trt1
pol2-FLAG trt1!

TN4782
b
TN8393

pol2-FLAG trt1-D743A

YTC10064

pol1-FLAG
pol1-FLAG rap1!
pol1-FLAG rap1! trt1!

TN4781
YTC9589
b
BAM10118

pol2-FLAG
pol2-FLAG rap1!
pol2-FLAG rap1! trt1!

TN4782
YTC9423
b
BAM10114

stn1-myc
stn1-myc rap1!
stn1-myc rap1! trt1!

TN6886
YTC9299
b
YTC13543

wt (no tag)

SS5264

b

+

h his3-D1 ccq1 -5FLAG::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h ccq1 -5FLAG::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 ccq1 -5FLAG::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
!
+
h his3-D1 ccq1 -13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 ccq1 -13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 ccq1 -13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 ccq1 -13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 tpz1 -13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 tpz1 -13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 tpz1 -13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 tpz1 -13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 poz1 -13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 poz1 -13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 poz1 -13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
!
h his3-D1
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad26 ::hphMX6
+
+
h ade6-M216 his3-D1 9myc-rad26 ::hphMX6 trt1!::his3
!
h his3-D1 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 trt1-D743A-G8-13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 trt1-D743A-G8-13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc2522
!
+
h his3-D1 pol1 -5FLAG::kanMX cdc25-22
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol1 -5FLAG::kanMX trt1!::his3 cdc25-22
+
+
+
//pNR210-trt1 (ade6 ; Padh::tk; trt1 )
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol1 -5FLAG::kanMX trt1-D743A::LEU2 cdc25-22
+
+
+
//pNR210-trt1 (ade6 ; Padh::tk; trt1 )
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol2 -5FLAG::kanMX cdc25-22
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol2 -5FLAG::kanMX trt1!::his3 cdc25-22
+
+
+
//pNR210-trt1 (ade6 ; Padh::tk; trt1 )
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol2 -5FLAG::kanMX trt1-D743A::LEU2 cdc25-22
+
+
+
//pNR210-trt1 (ade6 ; Padh::tk; trt1 )
!
+
h his3-D1 pol1 -5FLAG::kanMX cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 pol1 -5FLAG::kanMX rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol1 -5FLAG::kanMX rap1!::ura4 trt1!::his3 cdc25+
+
+
22 //pNR210-trt1 (ade6 ; Padh::tk; trt1 )
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol2 -5FLAG::kanMX cdc25-22
+
+
h ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol2 -5FLAG::kanMX rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h- ade6-M210 his3-D1 pol2 -5FLAG::kanMX rap1!::ura4 trt1!::his3
+
+
+
cdc25-22 //pNR210-trt1 (ade6 ; Padh::tk; trt1 )
+
h his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h- ade6-M210 his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 trt1!::his3
+
+
+
cdc25-22 //pNR210-trt1 (ade6 ; Padh::tk; trt1 )
h his3-D1 cdc25-22
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S4

S7-S9

+

TN4777
YTC9777

rap1!

YTC6430

taz1!

YTC6479

trt1-myc
trt1-myc poz1!
trt1-myc rap1!
trt1-myc taz1!
myc-rad26
myc-rad26 poz1!
myc-rad26 rap1!
myc-rad26 taz1!
myc-rad3
myc-rad3 poz1!
myc-rad3 rap1!
myc-rad3 taz1!
rad11-FLAG
rad11-FLAG poz1!
rad11-FLAG rap1!
rad11-FLAG taz1!
tpz1-myc
tpz1-myc poz1!
tpz1-myc rap1!
tpz1-myc taz1!
ccq1-myc
ccq1-myc poz1!
ccq1-myc rap1!
ccq1-myc taz1!
poz1-myc
poz1-myc rap1!
poz1-myc taz1!
stn1-myc
stn1-myc poz1!
stn1-myc rap1!
stn1-myc taz1!
wt (no tag)
poz1! (no tag)
rap1! (no tag)
taz1! (no tag)

TN7708
YTC8558
YTC8969
TN8601
TN7840
YTC10349
YTC10338
YTC10420
YTC13163
YTC13047
YTC13053
YTC13057
BAM5875
YTC10334
YTC10341
YTC10319
TN7467
YTC9362
YTC9307
YTC9327
TN7456
YTC8709
YTC9384
YTC9292
TN6843
YTC9314
YTC9285
TN6886
YTC8717
YTC9299
YTC9414
SS5264
YTC8929
YTC8938
YTC8933

h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 trt1 -G8-13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad26 ::hphMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad26 ::hphMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad26 ::hphMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad26 ::hphMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad3 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad3 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad3 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 9myc-rad3 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 rad11 -5FLAG::kanMX cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 rad11 -5FLAG::kanMX poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 rad11 -5FLAG::kanMX rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 rad11 -5FLAG::kanMX taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 tpz1 -13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 tpz1 -13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 tpz1 -13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 tpz1 -13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 ccq1 -13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 ccq1 -13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 ccq1 -13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 ccq1 -13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 poz1 -13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 poz1 -13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 poz1 -13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h his3-D1 stn1 -13myc::kanMX6 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
h his3-D1 cdc25-22
h his3-D1 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22

+

SS5264
YTC13049
LS8284
YTC8930
YTC10940
YTC8938
YTC10935
YTC8933
YTC10932

h his3-D1 cdc25-22
+
+
h ade6-704 his3-D1 9myc-tel1 cdc25-22
+
h ade6-704 his3-D1 9myc-tel1
+
h his3-D1 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
h ade6-704 his3-D1 9myc-tel1 poz1!::natMX6 cdc25-22
+
+
h his3-D1 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h ade6-704 his3-D1 9myc-tel1 rap1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
h his3-D1 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22
+
+
+
h ade6-704 his3-D1 9myc-tel1 taz1!::ura4 cdc25-22

+

TN2411
LS8284
TN5346

h his3-D1
+
h ade6-704 his3-D1 9myc-tel1
+
+
h his3-D1 rap1!::ura4

S10A, C, D tel1 (no tag)
myc-tel1
myc-tel1
poz1! (no tag)
myc-tel1 poz1!
rap1! (no tag)
myc-tel1 rap1!
taz1! (no tag)
myc-tel1 taz1!
S10B, D

-

wt
poz1!

tel1 (no tag)
myc-tel1
rap1! (no tag)

h leu1-32::[hENT1 leu1 ] his3-D1 his7-366::[hsv-tk his7+] cdc25-22
+
+
h leu1-32::[hENT1 leu1 ] his3-D1 his7-366::[hsv-tk his7 ] poz1!::natMX6
cdc25-22
+
+
+
h leu1-32::[hENT1 leu1 ] his3-D1 his7-366::[hsv-tk his7 ] rap1!::ura4
cdc25-22
+
+
+
h leu1-32::[hENT1 leu1 ] his3-D1 his7-366::[hsv-tk his7 ] taz1!::ura4
cdc25-22
-

+

-

-
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+

+

myc-tel1 rap1!
YTC10938 h his3-D1 9myc-tel1 rap1!::ura4
rad3-kd! (no tag)
TN1678
h ade6-M216 his3-D1 rad3-kd!::kanMX4
+
myc-tel1 rad3-kd!
YTC12932 h ade6-704 his3-D1 9myc-tel1 rad3-kd!::kanMX4
+
+
rad3-kd! rap1! (no tag) YTC13045 h ade6 his3-D1 rad3-kd!::kanMX4 rap1!::ura4
+
+
+
myc-tel1 rad3-kd! rap1! YTC12931 h ade6-704 his3-D1 9myc-tel1 rad3-kd!::kanMX4 rap1!::ura4
a
+
All strains are leu1-32 ura4-D18, except for strains expressing hENT1, which are leu1-32::[hENT1 leu1 ] ura4-D18.
b

+

+

Early generation strains that have just lost trt1 plasmid (pNR210-trt1 ) were used to ensure that ChIP assays monitored
trt1! or trt1-D743A cells carrying longest telomeres as possible.
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Supplementary Table S3 DNA primers used in this study
Primer Name Primer Sequence (5’ to 3’)

!

jk380

TATTTCTTTATTCAACTTACCGCACTTC

jk381

CAGTAGTGCAGTGTATTATGATAATTAAAATGG

ars2004-66-F

CGGATCCGTAATCCCAACAA

ars2004-66-R

TTTGCTTACATTTTCGGGAACTTA

BAM140

TTTTCAGGGTCGGTAGAGTCAGAG

BAM141

CCTCCTTACTTCTCCTTATTCCACG

trt1-B29

CTTATTCTAAATGAAAGGAGATTAGC

trt1-T30

TAGGCTAGGATACTCTATGTGTATGAGAGC

UraKan-T1

CCCACTGGCTATATGTATGCATTTGTGTTAAAA
AAGTTTGTATAGATTATTTAATCTACTCAGCATT
CTTTCTCTAACGCGCCAGATCTGTTTAGCTTGC

UraKan-B1

GATATTGACGAAACTTTTTGACATCTAATTTATT
CTGTTCCAACACCAATGTTTATAACCAAGTTTT
ATCTTGTTTGGGCGGCGTTAGTATCGAATCGA
C

Description
Used as real-time PCR primers for telomere
ChIP [63].
Used as real-time PCR primers for ars2004
ChIP [64].
Used to PCR amplify a region near ars3001
within rDNA repeats. The PCR product was
used as template to generate rDNA region
probe to establish telomere correction factors.
Used to PCR amplify trt1-G8-13myc::kanMX6
construct to generate cells carrying trt1-D743AG8-13myc::kanMX6 allele.
+

Used to swap marker from ura4 to kanMX4. 5’
+
end anneals to ura4 and 3’ end (underlined)
anneals to kanMX4 module in pFA6a-kanMX4
plasmid.

Supplementary Table S4 Plasmids used in this study
Plasmid (Lab stock #)
Genes
Description
pTELO (254)

+

Fission yeast telomere
fragment; ampR
+

Carries a telomeric repeat fragment (ApaI-SacI) used in
generating a telomere probe for Southern blot analysis
[54].

+

pNR210-trt1 (290)

ade6 ; trt1 ; Padh::tk; ampR

Trt1 plasmid used to maintain telomeres. It also
expresses tk (herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase)
gene to allow counter selection of the plasmid on media
containing 5FdUR [65].

pFA6a-kanMX4 (4)

kanMX4; ampR

Used as a PCR template for kanMX4 [55] to swap marker
to generate rad3-kd!::kanMX4 strain.

pTM580 (461)

pGAD-GH-Tpz1 full length plasmid from Ishikawa lab [6].

pGAD-GH-tpz12-420 (838)
pGAD-GH-tpz1224-508 (814)
pGAD-GH-tpz1224-420 (818)
pGAD-GH-tpz12-223 (812)
pGAD-GH-tpz1421-508 (816)

Full length GAD-tpz1; LEU2;
ampR
GAD-tpz12-420; LEU2; ampR
GAD-tpz1224-508; LEU2; ampR
GAD-tpz1224-420; LEU2; ampR
GAD-tpz12-223; LEU2; ampR
GAD-tpz1421-508; LEU2; ampR

pGBKT7-stn1 (476)
pGBKT7-ten1 (474)
pGBKT7-stn1+ten1 (570)

DBD-stn1; TRP1; kanR
DBD-ten1; TRP1; kanR
DBD-stn1; ten1; TRP1; kanR

Expresses truncated GAL4 AD-Tpz1 (2-420).
Expresses truncated GAL4 AD-Tpz1 (224-508).
Expresses truncated GAL4 AD-Tpz1 (224-420).
Expresses truncated GAL4 AD-Tpz1 (2-223).
Expresses truncated GAL4 AD-Tpz1 (421-508).
Expresses GAL4 DNA BD-Stn1.
Expresses GAL4 DNA BD-Ten1.
Expresses GAL4 DNA BD-Stn1 and wt Ten1. (Not fused
to either GAL4 DNA BD or GAL4 AD.)
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